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H. HOWE & SON.

CHAS.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4,

1876.

This troupe of Southerners is creating great excitement wherever they have sung their Plantation
songs. They are said to be fully equal to the Nashville Jail bee Singers, who are now in Europe. This
troupe, though they all were raised in the South,
and are gaining great
now hail from New
credit to themselves wherever they have sung, and
it only remains for them to be heard to be appreciated.
They will give concerts in all of the principal cities
in the New England States.

England,

Cor. of

Exchange Streets.
I. T. WEEK & CO.,
Proprietors.
Congress

dee22

88 MIDDLE

Monday and .Tuesday, Jan. 3d and 4th,
By particular request, the Romantic Drama ot

Wednesday, Jan. 3th and
Matinee,

Wednesday

MARBLE HEART

THE

(In Canal Baxk Building,)

MAINE.

Will practice in Andropcoggiu and Oxford Counties.

_defleodtf
J. H. HOOPER,

!

[JPHO LSTERER

Thursday, Jan. 6tb,
TICKET OF LEAVE MAN

THE

STREET,

PORTLAND.

ROSEDALE !

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

!

MANCFAOTURRK OF

Friday, Saturday and Saturday Matiuee,
By the desire of a large number of our Citizens,
the Successful Society Comedy of

!

DIVO RC E

MONDAY, Jan. lOth. the eminent English
Artist MISS SOPHIE Ml EES and the tavorte Comedian WM. CILDEB will appear,
Box office open from 9

a.

m.,

until 9 p.

m.

sc2dlf

Suite, Lounges, Spring
Bede, Mattreweee,
IcDo.ongh Patent Bed I.onngea, £■■
ameled Chair., See.
J If'A 11 kinds of repairing neatl; dene. Pnrnitnrt
oxed and matted.
oct5-’69TT&Stt
Parlor

GENERAL

NIGHT

ONLY,

Mack’s

&

Sheridan

Grand Combination of Specialty Artists !
including the following celebrilies:
MISS ALECIA JOURDAN, Male and Female
Character Artist; MISS KOSA LEIGH, Queen of
Song; MISS GRACE EDGERTON, Soubrette; MR.
J.D. KELLY, Musical Genius; MR. W. TURNER,
the Lightning Caricaturist; MR. J. B. DONNIKER.
Solo Violinist; MB. S. PERCY, Grotesque Dancer;
MR. WM. ALLEN, Comedian; MR. F. A. FENN,
Antipodean Wonder; and MESSRS. SHERIDAN AND MACK, America’s greatest Actors
and Comedians. Prices of admission, 35, 50 and 75
cents. Reserved seats may be had at the Box Office
on Tuesday.
W. S. IRVING, Agent,
dec31>lw.

FIRST ANNUAL BALL

WM. H. ANDERSON,
HORACE ANDERSON.
STERLING DOW,
(Late with Rollins, Loring Sc Adams.)
Oct26-lf

C.

MODEL

ON

—

&

JOBBER,

PORTLAND. M.K.
6. A.

CLARK, iff.

FREE

74

dl,

—

Doors open at 7. Dancing to begin at 8. Music by
Cole’s Band. Tickets $1.00.Ja4d3t

119 1-2

BUSINESS

Booksellers and Stationers.

Will be given by the Ladies of tlie Unitarian Societies at the

price

HALL,
—

ON

Book Binders.
fill. A. OUINCV. Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL &SHACKFORD, No. 35 Pinm

and

THINK

5,

S

nice

onr

Suits

Under the auspices of the following Ladies and
Gentlemen:
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
Mrs. St. John Smith,
Hon. A. W. H. Clapp,
Mrs. John T. Gilman,
Mrs. Edmund Phinney, Hon. J. W. Symonds,
Hon. S. E. Spring,
Mrs. J. B. Carroll.
Hon. C- W. Goddard,
Mrs. Samuel Rolle,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mm. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. Geo. T. Davis,
Mrs. Jacob McLellan,
Hon. Geo. F. Talbot,
Mrs. J. T. Lewis,
Mrs. Nathaniel Deering, Gen. S. J. Anderson.
Gen. J. D. Fessenden,
Mrs. Bion Bradbury,
Mark P. Emery, Esq.,
Mrs. John Rand,
Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Cyrus S. Clark. Esq,,
Daniel W. Fessenden, Esq.,
Mrs. E. M. Rand,
William I. Thom, Esq.
Miss Clapp,

THE

GREAT

Mr. H, St. John Smith.
Mr. E. A. Noyes,
Mr. H. T. Whipple,
Mr. E. Rolle,
Mr. \V. W. Thomas, Jr.,

H. Kotzschmar,

S. T. Pullen,
H. Deering,
L. C. Wade,
E. Hersey,
E. M. Rand,
E. E. Preble,

Mr. F.

novBdtf

Pattern and Model Maker.
i. 1. BARBOUR, 350 Pore Street, Cor.
of CrotM, Portland#

Photographer.
A. M. DAVIS A CO., No SO Middle Street.

Roofers.

Mr. J. P. Lewis,
Mr. C. Haines,

JOHN C.
Street.

H. Jordan.

open at 7 o clock; Dancing to commence
8 o’clock.
Outside garments are excluded from the floor.
Refreshments served during the eveniug.
BY

at

Absolutely SAFE

Tickets can be obtained of F. F. Hale, Dresser,
McLellan & Co., J. E. Sturgis & Co., ard at the
dec30dlw
door.

Army & Navy Course

Streets.

3. A. NERRII.I/ & CO., 139 Middle St.
J. A. MERRILL.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
3. XV. & II. II. McDCFFEE, Cor, Middle
& Union Sts.

Christmas Presents

will present Wm. Vincent Wallace’s Beautiful Opera

Steam, Gas and Water
City, Town and Country Purchasers
tified that they can huy

hereby no-

PIPES AND FITTINGS
at this establishment lower than anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited wbicb will be tilled and despatched promptly.

k.

Cutlery
THE

1IL91ER & HE HR,
35 Temple Street,
de6_

near

Congress.
If

SLEIGH TRIMMING,

McDonald,

43 PREBLE ST.

224 Federal Street.

93m

novlS

J.

Butter, &c.

Apples,

500 Bbls. Prime Michigan Apple*.
“
Eastern Baldwin*.
200
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 Lb*. Cheese Irom best TOmue Pnctnrie*.
2000 Lbs. New Prune*.
—

SMITH

FOR SALE BY

&

—

PHILBROOK,

No. 13 Market Street. lltt

dec!3

O.

dec3X

$31,483,483 $31,483,583
Thus it will be seen that the entire principal, and
$3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having paid all the expenses ot conducting the business.
Or, in other
words, the Company’s payments to, and present in-

vestments for, its Policy-Holders, amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.
It is evident, the Company that absorbs the least
in rnnning expenses, can lurnislt Life Insurance the

Average expenses
doing business

C

€.

McGLAlJFLIIS.
d2w*

Business Chance.
dj}-! P7 K will buy a genteel legitimate business;
*|[> A I tA all established; with stock and fixtures;
sales and profits large; good reason for selling.
GEORGE ULMER.
Particulars at office of
E. 1. RIDI.ON,
dcc27dtf
119 t>9 Exchange Hired.

H.

LAHSON,

201 MIDDLE ST.,
Watches and Jewelry,
Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, Clocks, etc.
201, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.
jant

EVER

C\~COBB,

COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW
lias

removed to office in

STANTON

BLOCK,

31 1-2 Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.
d3m

janl

DISSOLUTION.

~

copartnership heretofore existing under the
rpHE
JL firm name of K. L. Morse & Co., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
*
It. L. MORSE, )
A. ROBERTS,
}
The

CAPEN, SPRAGUE
and 8

&

A. D. MORSE,
)
business will be continued by R. L. Morse.
Dec. 31, 1873.
janld3t

Portland,

IF YOD DESIRE AN APPROPRIATE

Holiday (lift!
—

Street,

ENGLAND

ocl?

AGENTS.
eod&w3m

$25 $25 $25 $25
TTTT-I HEW

H

Hooper ^

§

Improved Elastic Lock-Stitch

3
z
ft

—

We guarantee these Machines to
pn be fully equal in 8T1LE, KIN- ^
| I8H, CAPACITY and DURABIL- B
k^. ITT to the Machiaes sold by other a
Q
companies at 060.
Gall and examine or send for cir- u
cular.
P
p

a GEORGE

ULMER >

AGENT FOB MAINE,
S
g
S* 357 1-2 MIDDLE STREET. 2

AT

—

Moderate

BOSTON,
NEW

AIM:—TO

Cost.
PLEASE.

nov!2

Holiday

Annual

Presents!

I Shall Give Away 500 Presents
Follows:
One Bold Watch.
$50,
Two Silver Walchex, 35 each,
One lee Pilcher.
30,
One Rutter Dinh,
10,
One Cake Basket,
lO,
One Breakfast Castor, 5,
One Spoon Holder,
5,
One Uoblet
5,
1-3 Dozen Forks,
5,
SO Presents Valued.
3,
lOO Presents Valued,
1.50,
300 Presents,
1,

Exhibition
-or thjb-»

as

50
30
lO
lO
5

5
5
5

160
150
300

00
00
00
OO
OO
OO
OO
OO
00
OO
OO

$570 00
Every one that pays me three dollars tor PhotoI
shall
them
one
of
the
above
graphs
give
presents.
A. ITI. mcKBNNY, 480 1-3 Congress St.
dec21
deod

will be held in the

PRICES I

cnuxs.

ix.

liuuiuer

CITY

HALL,

PORTLAND, ME.,

Jan. 20 to 26, ’76, Inclusive,
in Premium*! to be Distributed.

Arrangements have been made with the Railroads
Express Companies, etc., at reduced rates.*

HEALTH LIFT !
1 THOROOHGH GIMASTIC SISTER

1.50
1.25
1.00
.65
.3$
.30
1.25
1.25

3.75

wear.

M. G. PALMER.
dtt

JOB WORK •( every detcriplion neatat tbi» office.

on

hand

Guitar*, Flute*, Accordions,
Ilanjo*, Harmonica*, Clarionets,

Violin*,

Cornet* and all

Strings
—

and
FOR

Instrument*
Music

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
WOODS A CO.’S ORGANS.

GEO.

Doubles the strength in three months. Does no
nor exhaust.
Refreshes and invigorates
dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the ner
vous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms thi
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

Please

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me,
I. H. CAVBERT, Proprietor.

no25

dly

I

Dry

Can be

TREATEI

Without the

1 & 11-4 Inch

KNIFE

use

of the

CAUSTICS
And without pain. Address,
OB.
A. II. BBOWN,

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots or car loaus at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DEERING,
310 Commercial Street, Fool of Centre St
nel2
eodtf

tf

[SUCCESSFULLY

Southern Pine Flooring.
300 M.

GENTLEMEN

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

fatigue

—

orders by mail promptly attended to.
dec!4
call or send for Catalogue.

AND

—

Removes

BRASS AND STRING BAND.

All

LADIES

FOR

de22d&w6m

or

208 Chapel Street,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
Enclosing twenty-five cents foi

Pamphlet and Postage.

do, find it necessary to systemate this labor in
order to get through with it, and consequently
insert in a corner of their cards the one day of
the week when they obligate themselves to be
“at borne.” They are accustomed to keep a

regular debtor and creditor account with their
callers, and it wouldn’t be considered at all

the mode to go and see any ooe a second lime
matter what the urgency, if a former visit
bad not been returned within a reasonable
space. Of coarse it isn’t necessary they should
meet face to face on such occasions.
The leaving of a card answers every purpose and is
often a relief to both parties because it saves
the fatigue of dressing to the one and the tedium of waiting to the other.
So long as there
is nothing that can by aDy possibility be construed into a slight terms of amity are readily
no

enough maintained.

equally

of

January is a grand settlement day when
they can pay all snch debts in one ronnd and
begin new.
Thus it has come to pass that “New Years”
is the day of days on Manhattan Island, more

cordially welcomed, more universally observed,
and productive of greater happiness than any
other in the whole twelve months.
The ladies enter into the spirit of the festival
with hearty enthusiasm. Their costumes are
elaborate in texture and ornamentation, and
they receive their guests with a grace which is
all the more charming because there is so little
of ceremooy with so much of refinement in it.
And there is so much pleasant chat during
the day, so many clsver things are said, such
a quantity of inspiriting recollections of past

Incidents and experiences revived that the talk
gets to resembling autobiography, and you
seem to be tracing back the current of your

consideration.

“will take

something.” He answers
you—” and there’s the end of it.
happens in four cases out of five. At
thank

of

viands which at once provoke and satisfy
the appetite. At that time he is at liberty to
drink wine or coffee as he prefers.
On “New
Years” more than on any other occasion the

company have their own way in all iespects.
They are not the objects of neglect on the one
hand, nor unseemly urgency on the other. They
are never pressed to partake not dissuaded from
partaking. A great many families set a very
light table, with nothing bat cake and wine
and

palace cars. An experimental train ws s
The pn< e
the PatersoD, N. J., road.
The experiment has proved a
was 25 cents,
marked success, the company clearing the pai t
in the

on

$22,000.
t

(not sat) up “The Night Before Christmas,
twenty-seven years ago. and the poem has bee u
kept standing ever since, and was printed i n
that paper from the original type first used i n

railroads will be content with $1500. Tht
Arlington hotel at Washington wants $3,473
the Central Hotel at San Franciseo $1049
An Omaha man calls for $755 for “commis
sary supplies,” a photographer thinks In
ought to have $00 for taking the king’s pic
ture, and a bank-note company wants $25< 1
for “invitations.” It is estimated that th<
total public cost of entertaining the Pclyue
sian potentate reaches $50,000.

These are the Tilden figures: All the olt
slave states, except South Carolina, Demo
cratic. Connecticut, New York, New Jersey
Indiana, California, and Oregon, doubtful
All the rest Republican. This gives to th i
Democrats 132 electoral votes, to the Repub
licans 164, and leaves* 74 doubtful. Of thes i

>

the Democrats must have 54 to carry th >
election. The Tilden men argue that it i 3
absolutely necessary to carry New York, an j
that it would be utter folly to throw awa
the 35 votes of that state to gain the 15 < I
Indiana; that New York can only be carrie
by Tilden on a hard-money platform, an ^
that this platform and ticket would stand ^
lair chance in Indiana. It is scarcely necei
sary to add that the Hendricks men both a
gue and figure very differently.

Others

preparations

to

supply

Sews and Other Items.
The Baptists of Chicago held a meeting 01
Monday evening, and, after enthusiasti e
speeches, raised $40,000 towards the sum c f
$250,000 which they wish to give to the Bap
tist Theological Seminary of that city as a cet
teunial endowment fund.
Attempts have been made to reduce the far a

■

few mottoes and confections.

those who receive calls to make

J

ovei

a

dispense with profnse liberality, omitting
nothing in the way of laxnrious condiment. A
regular dinner is a thing practically unknown
on “New Years” except among the “not at
homes.” Consequently it is iucumbeut upon

■

S(

some

ing

■

Philadelphia Inquirer

“no I
This

period of the ten hours circuit the visitor ol
course gets hungry, and choosing his own
place and opportunity he sits down at a sumptuously provided table and regales himself with
oysters, salads, turkey,olives and all the tempt-

institution whatever.

the

The advocates of temperance

his refection, and the hostess if she isn’t too
busy to think of it asks him very politely if he

Fifth—We are opposed to any interference in political affairs by any man or body of men acting ii
behalf or by direction of any ecclesiastical body o
powers; yet we make no war upon any man’s relig
iaus creed.
The objects and pnrposes of our order an
few and simple, and we give them publicity
The ways and means of conducting our busi
ness matters, the methods by which we pro
pose to secure the desired results, are peculiar
ly our owd, and we intend to keep them to our
selves. “Third term or one term,” “Democra
cy or Republicanism,” “Hard money or sof
money,” “Crooked whiskey or straight,” ar
entirely outside of our aims and plans, and re
ceive no attention whatever. To sustain am
advance the ideas above summarizedvwe pro
pose to use all lawful aud suitable measures; a
all times that to us seem to be propitious, wit]
all persons who labor for their triumph agains
all agencies which seek their overthrow am 1
destruction, as in the past, so for the future w 3
invite and expect to receive the cooperatio' 1
and aid of thousands upon thousands of sturd
stalwart, patriotic, thoughtful men who lov
their country with an ardor surpassing that c f
party, sect, or clan.1!
By order of the National Executive Commil
George D. Weeks, President.
tee.
Henry T. Hoi.t, Brooklyn, N. Y., Secretary
Secretary's address, P. O. box 5,509.

printers of

with the
which

complain of the fashion of setting a table and
supplying it with wines. But that feature of it
might be dispensed with entirely, without impairing the delectableness of the glorious old custom of calling and receiving. It is very seldom
that a guest partakes of any refreshment. The
side board is suitably provided with means for

takings.

The

with

it
without losing its independent identity,
I have never heard an objection urged against
this holiday, which was entitled to rcpectful

Second—We yield an unhesitating support to tht
Constitution and Government of the United Statei
and of the several States.
Third—We urge that the present system of oui
general unsectarian free school organisation shall tx
maintained inviolate.
Fourth—We claim that no part of the public fund
shall ever be used for the support or maintenance 0

season

mingled

merged

New York, December 28,1875.
The National Executive Committee of the
Order of the American Union deem it advisable to promulgate a summary of the principles
whieh underlie and energize their actions as
citizens and as members of the order. They do
not here advance arguments in defense of these
principles, nor offer apology for holding them;
they simply state them, leaving the question ol
their acceptance or rejection to every man'!
judgment and discretiou. The issnes raised bj
this enunciation of nrincinles are neither new
nor extraordinary, nor will their announcement raise either new advocates or new antagonists. The issues presented are as old as the
Reformation; the interests involved are iden
tical.
First—We accept the Bible as the basis of all mor
al. religious, governmental and educatienal under

put

life as it has met and

great streams of humanity

Avowed Principles of tho 0. A-U.

or

And as all concerned are
this point, the rules of

and they will omit to do so if they cannot
spare the time, or are not in the mood for it.
So the end of the year often finds them sadly
in arrears in this form of liability and the 1st

Charles Kent of the

The following document is furnished to the
Associated Press:

aay sectarian school

on

*>ut it is
quits nut or me question to noia
the gentlemen to a strict observance of these
regulations. They will go and see their friends
when inclination prompts and leisure serves,

edition of the works of Charles

Southerners, contemplating the payment
$70,000,000 from the treasury.

sensitive

etiquette arc generally adhered to with scrupulous nicety.

The Democratic House is pretending to Le
anxious for a reduction of expenditures.
It
will soon have an opportunity to show how
genuine that anxiety is, for already forty-six
bills have been introduced for the relief of the

Mr. Chad-

The Pacific railroad wants

acquaintances as frequently as conventional
propriety prescribes. Even the women, although the majority of them bave little else to

own

Ui

$11,000 for “toting him about,” Apparently
they have figured up this amount by the sim
pie process of doubling their rates. Othei

preoccupation.
In snch a populous and bnsy city as this it
is hardly possible for a mau who has the average work to attend to, and who is withal reasonably fond of society, to visit and receive his

The grasshopper scare is reviving, and
Western people are beginning to fear the
hatching out of the millions of eggs deposited
last year.
Some papers are advising the
farmers to hoard their grain instead of selling it. But the entomologists doubt the reappearance of the grasshopper, arguing that
a wet Spring, which is altogether probable,
will destroy the eggs.

bourne is inefficient by the discovery of gentlemen now in the Secretary’s office?
Why
do these same parties still declare their desire
to see Mr. Chadbourne elected clerk if he is
incompetent? It does strike us that this sorl
of dog won’t fight.

allowed.

—FROM—

Collins & Buxton,
522 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a

that

renewal of Intimacies which may have been interrupted (or a time by absence, sickness or

The letter of Reverdy Johnson, exonerating Gen. Schenck from blame in the Emma
mine matter, commands consideration and
will have great weight.
Mr. Johnson is a
Democrat, and certainly is not prejudiced in
favor of Gen. Schenck.
His high personal
character forbids a suspicion that he has been
unduely influenced. He has given to the
subject careful and thorough investigation,
and his conclusions certainly are entitled to
as high respect as those of any one.

these marked volumes they have sent
through the mails to members. These errors
are largely In the indexing of the work.
A
large part of them prove to be the result of
hasty proof reading. Of these journals it
should be said that they are of no possible account. The wonder is that the Legislature
prints them at all. No one ever looks into
them except on the day of organizing the
Legislature to see how the business was
transacted.
No one ever uses the index.
The journals are handy to cut “orders” out
of to save writing. We have before us one of
these journals marked (as we are told) in the
hand writing of a leading clerk of the
We have also seen two
Secretary’s office.
journals made by Col. F. M. Drew when he
was Clerk of the House, which have also
In one of these there are as
been marked.
many of the same kind of trivial errors as in
that of Mr. Chadbourne, and in the other
fifty more are reported than the employes of
the Secretary’s office have been able to find
in the journal made by Mr. C.
Col. Drew
had the reputation of being a model Secretary of State and was doubtless one of the most
accurate men who have held the office for

learn

greetings

among friends, of an interchange of courtesies
in a cheerful, easy and natural manner, and a

Middle Temple,’^is announced. It is said to
contain considerable new matter. The true
story of Barbara S-is for the first time
given. The date of Lamb’s birth is also given.
This was put by Proctor as the 18th of
February, and by Foster as the 11th. Both
prove to be wrong. It also appears that instead of two, Lamb bad six brothers and
sisters.

JOHN ALLEN.
GEO. E. BRACKETT.
Temperance Committee.

Blind Zeal.
Many observers have remarked the unusual spirit of hostility and bitterness which
the gentlemen, who appear to be managing
Gov. Perham’s canvass for Secretary of
State, have exhibited toward his competitor,
Mr. Chadbourne.
The newspaper items
which are generally understood to have been
written by these gentlemen have alluded to
Mr. Chadbourne with an air of contempt.
They have referred to him as one who has
served in subordinate positions—as having
been Assistant Messenger and Assistant
Clerk of the House as if it were a most unheard cf impropriety for a man to be a candidate for Secretary ot State, who has
worked his way by his own exertions and
merit Irom humble to more responsible positions.
They evidently ignore the fact that
the best generals have first served as common soldiers.
They assume that it is a perpetual bar to a man’s elevation to an office of
honor that he has not at once been elected
to It or has not served in more exalted
positions.
But these gentlemen have not stopped with
belittling Mr.Chadbourne. They even declare
him unfit for the office.
True, eight successive Houses of Representatives have expressed their confidence in his ability, and
even these gentlemen, who now make the
charge of unfitness against him, declare that
they would gladly aid his election to the clerkship, undoubtedly considering him entirely
competent for a position requiring greater
clerical ability than the office of Secretary of
State! Indeed, these gentlemen have such
power over the Legislature that in a newspaper article they assure the public that he can
continue in the office he has so well filled for
another year! To show Mr. Chadbourne’s
unfitness for the office, gentlemen now in official position and in part clerks in the office
of Secretary of State have taken the printed
journals of the House and marked all the
errors they could find and a great many
nmuu aic uut

new

Lamb, edited by “Mr.

jus
tainment, amounting to $20,000,
been presented to Congress. Some of th<
items call for careful scrutiny before they art

MUSIC 2

$2.50

Also a new Style of Light Over
Shoes for men and Women city

ly executed

A

FARRINGTON,

State

New York, Jan. 2, 1875.
Of all the holidays of the year, “New Years"
is the most enjoyable to New Yorkers. It is
the occasion of social hospitality, of

In this centennial year the rag-money men
will do well to look up the history of the
paper issues of the Revolution based on “ihe
faith ol the continent.” The Continental
currency was first issued in 1775. The depreciation was so rapid that the Congress
attempted to bolster up the currency by
making it a legal-tender. Spite of all that
could be done the bills in 1780 were worth
but two cents on a dollar. The following,
which was written in 1701 of this Continental money, will apply with only less force
to the situation to-day:—“If it saved the
state, it has also polluted the equity of our
laws, turned them Into enemies of oppression and wrong, corrupted the justice ot
our public admiuistration,
destroyed the fortunes of thousands who had most confidence
in it, enervated the trade, husbandry, and
manufactures of our country, and,'gone far to
destroy the morality of our people.”

HENRY
GEO. W. HiLTON,
J. M. HUTCHINS,

ABNER TOWNSEND,

rant.

has a brilliant and useful career before
Doubtless since the recent vote of the
Assembly continuing the state of siege in the
great cities of Paris, Lyons, and Marseilles,
he will deelare against the continuance of
martial law.

has

Admission 25 cents.
All specimens must be exhibited in pairs.
For premium lists, etc., address
CHAS. A. EATON, Scc’y,
de22d&w5w51
Portland, Me.

Also

no2»

E-SHAW,

New Years in New Yaek.-Tb«
Making
•f Calls.-An Slid Knickerbocker ent-

him.

£°?huanye

DANIEL ALLEN,
M. W. HALL,
JOHN S. KIMBALL,

Our New York Letter.

ance

Kino Kalakaua appears to have been an
expensive guest. The last bill for his enter

$50 00

of the Latest Popular Music,
$25 $25 $25 $25 Large Collection constantly

Pure Gum Rubber Boots

Nunc Temperance tlonventlou.
The temperance men and women of Maine, of all
religious, political and temperance organizations, and
those not connected with either, are invited to meet
at Meouian Hall, in Augusta, on Wednesday, January 19tb, 1876, at If o’clock A. M., for the purpose of
holding a Mass Temperance Convention.
This being the centennial year of our national existence, it is highly important and fitting that we
should meet in convention and declare ourselves free
and independent of King Alcohol, and take
every
means in our power to declare
against him a war of
utter extermination.
Among the many questions that it may be proper
to consider, the following are important:—“What
can be done to aid the reform clubs in their noble
work?” “How can we encourage and help those noble women who are organizing crusade movements
and women Christian temperance societies?” “Is
there not a necessity that something should be done
to more effectually
suppress the sale of intoxicating
cider and domestic wines?” “Should not the various religious denominations of the State take more
decided and active measures in this great cause?”
“Ought not the legislative, judicial, executive and
municipal bodies of our state to take stronger and
more decisive measures for the
surpression of the
great evil of intemperance?” “Should not the various temperance organizations of the state receive the
encouragement of every frfend of temperance?”
It seems to us that there has not been for several
years a more favorable crisis in the temperance
movement in this state than the present.
The work
done by the several temperance organizations, together with the co-operation of the faithful women
engaged in this work, should encourage every friend
of the cause and prompt to renewed diligence.
The convention will probably be continued
through
Thursday. While we cannot promise free accommodation to those attending the convention, yet we will
make an effort to secure board at reduced rates. The
usual reduction of fare may be expected on the several railroads and steamboats.
Come one, come all.
henry TALLMAN,
D. B. RANDALL,
L. R. CALL.
G. O. PAYSON,
H. M. BRYANT,

ceived and shall first

THIRD

THE

dtf

—

Men’s Rubber Boots
**
Women’s •*
“
“
misses’
“
“
Child’s
men’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandals
“
“
misses’
men’s Buckle Arctic
“
•
Women’s

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
will
confer
a
managers
favor upon us hy demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
with

These efforts of interested officials to break
down Mr. Chadbourae’s reputation will have
little weight. For eight years he has been
the recording officer of the House, and in all
that time he has so discharged his duties as
to secure the confidence and good will ol
members of both parties. During eight sessions his journal has been read and approved
The
every morning without correction.
members of^those Houses of which Mr. Chadbourne was clerk are to-day his most active
supporters. Is it a fact that all the intelligent men of those Houses have been de-

THE MOST ARTISTIC WORK

CO.,

House

Custom

1376

years.

CHARLES PRATT & 00, New York,

2

COBB,

F. M. RAY.

OCCURRED

from burning, storing or handling it. Insurance
Companies have never paid a loss arising from its
use; while millions of dollars have been saved them
on account ol its general introduction.

6

Agent.

ACCIDENT

NO

Nos.

1,187G.

JOHN

dtf

VISIT

Jan.

4,

We (lo cot read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
hut as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

buiugs

TARBOX,

COPARTNERSHIP.

STATE.

Skates ground and all kinds of mechanical Repairing done in the beot style.

PIPES.
are

PRICES

13,581,118

Total premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1, 1875
$28,252,125
Total interest received. 3,261,458

New England Co.’s expenses of management to total assets In 1874 was,. 1.31 V cent.
lor allLife Companies
in Massdchusetts in
1874. 3.81 V cent.
The conclusion to which careful investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there is
nothing desirable in Life Insurance, which may not
lie secured by a Policy Holder in the old New England Company of Boston.
Energetic and reliable men wanted to
represent this Company in Maine. Address

€0.,

IT8 SAFETY under every possible teat, and
Its perfect burning qualities, are proved by the fact
that hundreds of thousands of families
have continued to rse it for years, and

r_

Also the only complete .lock ol

IN

&

CLOTHIERS,

Manufactured expressly to displace the
use of highly volatile and
dangerous oils.

w

A splendid assortment at

janl-td_

Dane far its Policy-Holders

Total amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1, 1875.$17,902,465
Total amount ot present investments for

Portland,

'£ Only $25.

of

VERY LOW

Has

Company

JOHN C.

THE BOSTON ENGLISH OPERA CO.

Evening tickets 75 cents with reserved seat—for
kale at Wm. E. Thome*’, under Music Hall, and at
the door. Doors open at 9.30. Opera begins at 8.

atf

mut

X McLean &

maritana !

dec6

(•Iron nncf

!

SKATES I

On this occasion

ROLLINS, L0R1N(T~& ADAMS Apts.
1835^WHAT THE 1875

Copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the undersigned is this day dissolved t,v
ual
consent.

A. KEITH.

LAST ENTERTAINMENT.

CITY HALL,
Thursday evening, Jan. 6, 1876.

sale

1

SUPERIOR TO GAS I

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

CHANDLER.

R. S. WESCOTT, President.
I. REMSRN LANE, Secretary.

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

Perfectly Odorless

Street,cor.

G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and maple

1,440.054.84
63,784.04

General

Sole Proprietors aad Manufacturers.

B. P. I.1BBY, No. 239 Pore
Cross St., in Delano’s mill.

...

Office—(or. of Middle &. Exchange Streets.
Portland, Maine.
oct9dt

:SEND FOB CIBCCUAB.

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

S40A.000.0O

Liabilities,

OIL !

ASTRAL^

Stair Builders.

Doors

Capital,

rash

Assets,

over

PRATT’S

HAS

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Spring Street.

YORK,

Policy-Holders.

.

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Plumbers.

TICKGTM 50 CEXTS.

music

70 Pearl St.

NEW

JANUARY 1st, 1875.

0ctl2

ILLUMINATING QUALITIES

JA MES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

FLOOR MANAGERS:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

C L0 T H I N G

FfSK

C. D. B.

op-

Horse Shoers.
ROBINSON A YOUNG, Experienced
lloi*' shoers at No.

STATEMENT OF THE

Insurance

now

Burns in any Lamp J

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Ex.
change SI. Upholstering of ail kind,
done to order.

7(J
81
64
00

AOEBTTS.

IT!

Von can’t help being pleased both in

quality.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Jan.

OF

selling at cost. Don’t delay too long. Remember this grent
only lasts during this month, and ends Junuary 1,1S76.
All

Carpenters

and Builders.
lVRITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,
posite Park.

oo

LOW & ADM

ROLLINS,
OF

CHILDREN’S SUITS FOR 82.50. 83.00. and 84.00.
CAPE OVERCOATS. All Wool Chinchilla. 80.00.
VELVET DOCND OVERCOATS, Double-breasted, 84.73.

—

Wednesday Evc’ng,

DOIXG !

ARE

All sizes and for nil ages. The balance of onr stock we shall sell MITCH LOWER
THAN EVER, Don’t think of buying elsewhere until yon see our prices.

Street.

CITY

United States registered bonds. $294,003 00
Missouri bonds (short). 294,000 00
-$588,000
Cash on hand in office.
1,557
Cash in Bank of Commerce, St. Louis.24.172
Premiums in course of collection. 63,858
Personal property.
7,500

Hanover Fire Insurance Co.

the land.

DIRECTORyT

MOIfT ft FOGC, No. 91 Middle Street.

ODapol.

$085,089.31

ASHFTS.

V.

IN AID OF

Protolo

Street,

ALL WOOL PANTS FOR 83.00 and 83.30, equal in make ami fit to ilie very best in

kinds promptly atnovlOdtf

of all

tended to*

$273,000.00
410,089.21

GEO. T. CRAM, President.
JAMES NEWMAN. Secretary.

CRAM,

PORTLAND.

BALL,

WE

D.

LAW,
Exchange Street,

Legal business

CO.’S,

SPLENDID DRESS PANTS, WAV ROWN.

COUNSELLOR AT

FIFTH ANNUAL.

CALICO

ONLY

STREET

P,

JOHN

Ca.b Capital,
Surplus,

We have pat every pant down to actual cost and can challenge the world to show better
fitting garments at such AWFUL LOW PRICES.

ill Gdtt

THURSDAY EVENING, Jan. 6th.

LOUIS, MO
1.1, 1875.

Net amount of unpaid losses.$39,928 65

PAJ\TTAXiOO]VS !

Opposite head of Brown St.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

HALL

&

CHILDREN

Watch and Chronometer Markers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, &c.,

Ju!

—

LANCASTER

MAKER

Company,

ance

Am’t of all the assets of the Company. .$685,089 21

GENUINE SILK AND WOOL SUITS FOR 913.30, former price 914.00, sold by all
others for 910.00 and 818.00.
ELEGANT BASKET GOODS DOUBLE BREASTED REEFING SUITS, 913.00,
can’t be bought less than 930.00 in this city.
WOOL LINED REEFERS FOR 84.30, sold by all others tor 80.00.
OVERCOATS FOR 90 OO, 97.00, 99.00, 811.00, 814.00, 916 OO. These coats are aL
“A 1” in every respect and 30 per cent, lower than the lowest.
GENUINE ELYSIAN BEAVER OVERCOATS, Silk Lined. Silk Velvet Collar nnd
Imported Binding for 933.00 ; can’t be had of any Custom Tailor less than 900.00.
These coats are flrtt-clnss in every respect and nre gotten up expressly for our best
trade.

P. BABCOCK.
MANUFACTURER OF

PORTLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT
AT

we

LOW PRICES as will compel all to buy oi ns in
bound to leave their money where they receive the most

WHAT

American Central Insur-

JANUARY

is THE PLACE to leave it. NO OTHER STORE UNDER THE SUN offers greater
inducements to buyers than we now offer. No other store can. Rend, reflect, then call
and convince yourselves. What belter cau you give lor n CHRISTMAS PRESENT
than good, substantial, well made clothing. Come then to our MAMMOTH WARDBORE and clothe yourself and friends.

SEE

J. HALL, Secretary.

STATEMENT OF THE

SAINT

such

are

Middle

233

No. 33 Exchange St.

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

af the Driver, af the

—

Agents,

Insurance

January 5th.

Wednesday,

at

FISK

MDERSOIS&DOW,

MUSIC HALL.
ONE

offering clothing
The People

dlw&w3ra31

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

ARNOLD.

A.

MAINE.

and

MONDAY, JAN. 3, 1STG.
The appearance of

J.

Waterboro,

iviuajcjuivi,

new

S.

1,203.143 S3
484.273.90

_AGENTS.

“HONEST GOODS, SMALL PROFITS AND ONE PRICE TO ALL”

self-defence.

D. R. SMITH, President.

MASS.

$800,000.00

Asset.,
Outstanding inabilities,

TUESDAY KOltMSO, JAY.

journal.

ROLLINS, LORINU & ADAMS,

CHILDREN,

IRRESPECTIVE OF SIZE, AGE OR COLOR. Every gnrment in our entire slock
has been marked WAY DOWN TO COST, and ill some cases WAY BELOW COST.
The great Increase in our business during the past year, assures ns that the public are
pleased with onr system of doing business,

■re

SPRINGFIELD,

Cash Capital,

Benj. F. Chadbourne, THE GREAT CLOTHIERS OF
MAINE,
ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW.
So.

jrujniuni'ijj

80

SPRINGFIELD F. & M.
INSURANCE CO.

While others have been crying
TIMES,” we bnve sold more clolhiug ihau
erer sold in one year heretofore.
Take notice, that we,

dtf

my 22

OR

BOYS,

MEN,

176 Middle Street,
BOYD BLOCK.

Total.*3,308,856
ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres.
THEO. M. REGER, Sec y.

We can’t sell OVERCOATS and ULSTERS in July, neither can we sell HEAVY
9EITS in SEOinER. Therefore we inaugurate our ANNEAL CLOSING OCT SALE
to a§siit us in disposing of the balance of our Henry Garments suitable for

Civil Engineers and Architects,

d7t

de28

!

THERE IS MONEY IN IT.

ST.,

00
65

OF

Counsellor & Attorney-at-Law,

NO. 88 EXCHANGE

453,630
242,768

Cash.

Clothing

In the French political campaign now
opened by the dissolution of the Assembly
Leon Gambetta promises to make the most
conspicuous figure.
Since Sedan he has
gained much parliamentary experience, has
developed considerble administrative ability,
and has quite cleared himself from the charge
of impracticability. Indeed during the session of the Assembly he developed great tact
and shrewdness and high qualities as statesman and leader. The platform
upon which he
goes before the French people calls for financial and military reorgnization, the control of
national education by the State without interference by the church, and complete amnesty to the Communists. Gambetta is now
only thirty-seven years old, and to all appear-

PRESS.

65

110,000 00
52,988 50

stocks—market value.

TIIOSE WHO HAVE NOT BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY NOW!
THOSE WHO HAVE BOUGHT HAD BETTER BUY AGAIN.

108 WALNUT STREET.

GEORGE WALKER,

—

estate.

reliable

A

Mortgages.*2,449,469
Real

Garment Sold at

BROKERS.

SHIP

$700,000.00
2,308,836 80

...

Realized Atari*,

Rollins, Loring & Adams,
Slaughtering Prices to make
AGENTS.
Room for Our Spring Goods.
STATEMENT OF THE

_

CO.,

Cnpital.

Loan8.

Fall and Winter

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 19 Flnent Block
dtf
nov8

H. L. GREGG &

SALE

OF

9M_
Dr. R. T.

PHILADELPHIA.
<eb8dly

Concert

SINGLET

No. 37 Plum Street.

Petroleum, Uraiu and other Charter.,
Negotiated. Freight Engagement, made
tor all part, of the world.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

WILL GIVE

CLO

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

STATEMENT OF THE

FOR 1875.

vance.

JANUARY

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
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this deficiency.
What other exception can be taken to the custom I am at a loss to couceive. It is so popular and beneficial that I only wonder it has not
grown iDto practice every where. They do it
extonsively in Washington, bat not,I fancy, as
The state and ceremony ob
well as we do.
served there make the festival rather spectacular thau sociable. To see the diplomatic corps
for example in all their varieties of high
priced tailoring marching through the white
house is very like looking at a military procession. It ministers to the sense of sight
And when at a later
merely, not of feeling.
hour the mob rushes in pell meil.and all
is

‘-bustle, squeeze,

row,

jabbering and jam.”

the whole thing grows irksome and uncomfortWhereas here, the pomp and circumable.
stance of the celebration, though not aitogether ignored, are nevertheless subordinate to tha
disposition to encourage neighborly kindness
of which it is so obviously promotive.
Now and then a person is to be found who
deprecates the continuance of the practice inherited from the Knickerbockers, but such
cavilers are few in number, and weak in argument. They are mostly of the Sir Charles
Coldstream order—and ready to declare of
every sublunary observance or institution
“there’s nothing in it.” When a man has
reached that stage of existence, whether he
be young, middle-aged or near the goal, he
either ought to have some animation shaken

torpid soul or the breath knocked out
of his pampered body.
On “New Years” the changes which have
occurred since the preceding anniversary are
brought prominently to the notice of the
callers. In some instances reverses of fortune.
into his
oat

in others domestic affliction or bereavement
hinder lamilies from receiving their friends.
In such cases a basket fastened upon the onter
knob serves as a notice of the fact to each new
comer, and he drops his card therein to indicate that he has been there and wishes to be

remembered.
The nominal hour for starting out is 11 o’clock
it generally gets to be about noon
business of the day fairly begins.
the hair dresser and the mautua-

1848.
Foremost among the winning stables la; it
year was that of H. P. McGrath,which is crei 1ited with $33,280; August Belmont won $18 ,30C; McDaniels $17,525; Pierre Lorillard $17 ,900; Joseph Donahue $ 12,505; William Co ttrill $12,050; the Chamberlins $11,000; Thomi is
Puryear & Co., $10,740: and M. H. Sanfoi d

A. M., but
before the
What with
maker, the

$9710.

the visitors stay till others come to take their
places. By and by, as the day wears on—and
the hours never fly so swiftly at any other time

Betail dealers in

England

distribute ;
private house t,

are

among their lady patrons in
pamphlets and circulars with extracts trom v:
rious American newspapers, showing the gror ring extent of the export of American dome 3tics and their absolute

superiority

in

quali

and cheapness to the English production.
The Catholic noblemen and gentlemen

<

y
f

have organized a “Cathol c
Club,” consisting of 350 leading Catholics if
Great Britain and Ireland, taken the house i eceDtly occupied by the Stafford Club in Lond< n
and opened it as a “non-political club for Cat ii-

Great

Britain

gentlemen.” The leaders in the mot ement are the Duke of Norfolk, the Marquis of
Kipon, K. G the Earl of Den high, Lord Pel re
and The O’Conor Don, M. P., the Duke of N< rfolk being President of the Club.
The following is a copy of a centennial de h
patch sent by the mayor of Milford, O. “T1 io

olic

metropolis of Clermount county sends grcetii g
W e
to the metropolis of Hamilton county.
will fling our starry banuer.out on the adve at

of our centennial year, and raise as much h< It
I will see th at
as we can on your short notice.
we are better prepared on our next centenni »1

baby.

Permit the

to move withe ut
I will be with you in

procession

my bodily presence.
spirit.”

ladies seldom make their appearin the drawing room earlier than 12. From
that hour till ten at night there is no halt in
the onward movement. At first the calls are
made with some little assumption of leisure, and
ance

of year—the valne of [every remaining moment becomes magnified in the thought of
each itinerating worshiper at the shrine of bos-

pitality.

Each succeeding call grows more
brief and hurried than the last. When he
finds a room full of company already gathered
he makes a bow, utters a salutation, and is off
a flash.
Tbe darkness of night has now
set in and he has no longer any opportunity to
consult his list. When he does so he will find
that after all his caie in laying out his rcute,
and all bis eflorts of memory to follow it with

like

unerring precision, he has missed a call here
a call there, at points from which he has
since got several miles away and to which
And they are
he cannot possibly return.
always sure to be the very calls he counted
and

most upon, and wouldn’t have missed on any
consideration. These minor aggravations are
incidental to extensive preparations for an
observance of a time-honored custom. After
all they are comparatively slight, when offset
by the reward one gets in a higher apprecia.
tion of his social surroundings, stronger faith
in the tenacity and unselfishness of human
friendship, and a deeper realization of the fact
that there are multitudes of

warm-hearted,

Yarmouth.

dened by prosperity.

Hie St. Albums

Obituary.
Ex-Gov. John H. Clifford of Massachusetts,
died at his homo in New Bedford very suddenly at 2 o’clock Sunday morning, of pneumonia.
Deceased was the son of Benj. Clifford, in his

day
was

.HINOR TELEBK.1JI8.
Tbe Kentucky Legislature finally orgauized
Saturday with W. J. Stone, au ex rebel veteran, as speaker.
The saved from the wrecked sleamer Dent
scblaud arrived in New York Sunday.
They
furnished no essential additions of the particulars ol the disaster already giveD.

A SENSATION EXPLODED.

generous, natural men and women who have
not grown fretful in adversity nor been har-

prominent merchant of Providence, and
born in that oily Jau. 16,1809. Gov. Clif-

a

ford

was educated at Brown University, and
after graduation formed with Judge Brigham
tiia 'jw firm of Brigh mi & Clifford.
lie distinguished himself iu the celebrated trial of

Prof. Webster for the murder of Dr. Parkman
while he was attorney general of Massachusetts.
In 1832 he was elected governor, but
declined rennmination. lie early became identified with the Boston & Providence railroad,
and on the death of Judge Warren was elected
president of the road which position he filled
He was one of
up to the time of his death.
the trustees of the Peabody Educational fund,
President of the Board of Overseers of Harvard College, and last year was appointed commissioner on the part of th is country to settle
the Canadian fishery question. His career lias
been among the most honored and useful of

Massachusetts’ sons, and in hi death the country as well as his uative state has sustained a
serious loss.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
FROM

AUGUSTA.

Legislators anil Politicians Gathering.
THE COSIEST FOR THE OFFICES,

Boy

Not Charlie

Boss.

It is

St. Albans, Jan. 3.—'Tbe boy who claims lo
be Charlie Kossjis still in|eharge ofjSheriff Mor
rail. He strongly maintains his story that he
is the veritable lost boy.
Friday eve sing the
sheriff took him toex-Goveruor Smith’s residence and while there in looking over the
photograph album, he recognized a picture of
Mi Hall Stanton ot Philadelphia, and that of
Mr. Stanton’s sod, claiming that the latter
went to Miss Grant’s school at the same time
that he did himself.
Mr. Stanton is a friend
of Goa-. Smith’s, a member of tbe Philadelphia
school board and has been in the habit of visiting the public schools throughout the city, Gov.
Smith is also confident than his son attended
A
Miss Grant’s school as the boy alleges.
young man who formerly lived in Philadelphia
lias questioned the hoy and he has described
some buildings there so that the questioner is
satisfied that the boy has been in Philadelphia
at least.
A photograph and description of the
boy were sent to Mr. Koss some days ago, and
this forenoon sheriff Morrell received the fol-

lowing telegram:
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 3, 1870—We

[Special

to

the Press.]

Augusta, Dec. 3.—Quite

a large number of
arrived on the trains today, and
things begin to look a little lively about the
hotels, particularly Hie Augusta House, which
A
seems more than ever like headquarters.

members

large number of prominent political gentlemen
and members .of the former Legislature are
also present to see their friends. AmoBg these
are Hon. W. W. Cross, Judge Goddard, Judge
WatermaD, Col. Cousins, Hon. F. N. Dow,
Percival Bonney, eeq., of Cumberland county;
Aa&-ubuuiuio

isuuu

JOj

xxvmiuuU)

uuu

xixcoo>Si

Bailey, Martin,

Cole and others of Androscoggin; Hod. John Hall of York; Gen. Chas.
Hamlin of Bangor; Hon. E. R. Spear of Rockland; Col. J. \V. Spaulding of Richmond.

Nearly

all the Republican members of the
York county delegation are here, and Messrs.
Anderson and Cleaves of tha Portland delegation and Senator Haskell are also here.
Considerable

interest

is

manifested in the

disposal of the several offices. The general
impression or rather the general observation is
that Col. Frederick Robie of Gorham has a
clear track for the speakership, aDd that Gen.
Thomas Hyde of Bath will get a decided ma-

jority of the votes ot the Republican caucus for
president of the Senate. The general interest
concentrates in the office of Secretary of State.
Both parties are in earnest,
Mr. Cbadbourne
has a large number of friends present to assist
him, largely ex-members of the Houses, of
which he has been clerk. His friends claim
that he will get two-thirds of the Republican
caucus.
The general sentiment is largely in
Neither of the candidates for Attorney General bad arrived at 11 o’clock, and
that questiou is not much discussed.
All of
the candidates for Adjutant General are present, viz: Gens. Murray, Cilley, Boynton and
Col. Ilsley. All express themselves quite confident of success and all are good natured.
It
would be mere guess work to say who is ahead.
There is considerable interest for executive
councillors.
In Kennebec the contest is between

Messrs.

C. A. Wing of Winthtop and
of Mount Vernon. Hod. T. J.

Calvin Hopkins
Southard of Richmond and J. S. Kimball, esq
of Bath, are candidates from Sagadahoc.
It is said that the executive council are in
doubt about issuing a certificate of election to
Mr. Littlefield of Bridgton.
S.

Young Burglar.!.

Rockland,

Dec 3.—Two boys, aged 17 and
ID, and named Richards and Thomas, were
bound over today for breaking and entering
A.
Burrows’ store in Itockport.
Nulls of tbe Ocean Insurance Co. of Portihdii

uiomiNsea.

[To the Associated Press!
Nkw York, Dec. 3—Judge Blatcbford Of
tbe U. S. District Court has dismissed the libels of the Ocean Insurance Co. of Portland vs.
tbe Sun Mutual Co. of New York, for $10,700
based on a contract for tbe reinsurement of
risks, and against bark Iddo Kimball for al-

leged damage

to cargo of cotton.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Wife Murder in Cambridgeport.
Boston, Jan. 3.—Thomas Druley,residing at
33 Harding street, Cambridgeport, killed his
wife Johanna this afternoon by stabbing her
with a butcher knife. After committing the
aot Druley walked to the drug store near byjand
told the doctor that his wife bad got badly hurt
while fooling with a knife
The doctor immediately went to her assistance but found tbe
woman dying.
Druley was arrested and committed. He is much addicted to drink and it is
said he was very brutal to his wife, who was a
tine looking woman.
The neighborhood is
greatly incensed against the murderer.
Tbe South Boston Cas Explosion
The coroner’s jury on the South Boston explosion rendered a verdict to-day, attrib uting
tbe explosion to the criminal carelessness of
those haviog charge of tbe drop cocks, by
which a leakage of gas was caused; also to
laying tbe pipes in such a manner as might
render an explosion possible.

Striking Operatives Committing Outrages.
Springfield, Jan. 3.—The operatives at the

Blackiuton woolen mills have struck on account of a 10 per cent, reduction.
They have
burned the bam of tbe manager and threatened
his life.

NEW FORK.
New York Municipal Affairs.
New York, Jan. 3.—Mayor Wyckham’s
message puts a smiling face on our municipal
affairs. The mayor thinks that extravagence
has been checked and corruption diminished.
The finances have improved, the city debt has
been cut down a little and tbe tax levy lowered
$1,250,000. The salaries in the department of
public works have been reduced 19 per cent,
and the appropriations for this year are $10,000,000 less than 1875. The public schools are a
sourse of satisfaction and pride.
Tbe attendance last year exceeded 1874 by 2362.
The expenses of this department in 1875 were $3,346,912, but it has been necessary to iucrease tbe
appropriation for the current year by $332,588.
The general view of municipal affairs is healthy
and encouraging, and if the improvement is
not all that could be desired it is real and the
beginning of a better condition of things.

WASHINGTON.

—

Oefcinioa iu a Kuilrond Case.
Washington, Jan. 3.—A decision in the case
of the creditors against the Chesapeake & Ohio
railroad was delivered today
It removes the
former receiver, Mr. Lyson, who is to settle his
accounts.
This will leave tbe road in the bauds
of Vice President Wyckbam, who was appointed receiver by the state coart.
The affairs of
the road will bo allowed to be settled iu the
state courts in accordance with the wishes of
the majority of tbe creditors. The programme
is to foreclose the mortgage, sell the road under
the foreclosure, and reorganize.
Stale of I.and iu South Carolina.
The internal revenue agent superintending
the government sales of lands in Sou'h Carolina for non-payment ot taxes, reports that the
town property id Beaufort belongiug the government was sold Dec. 30, lor $6300, and is
considered-a fair price.
The Ohio Pcuilcutinry Counterfeiters.
Columbus. Jan, 3.—The fact that Charlie
Ulrich, one of the most expert counterfeiters in
America, is coDtiued iu the Ohio penitentiary,
at once pointed him out as the leader of the
counterfeit greenback party, if each a thing
existed. Warden lanes was interviewed on
the subject and says if any greenbacks have
been made in tbe prison be does not know it.
He says bogus nickels were made by two men,
John Fought sent from Auglazie county for
horse stealing, and Henry Parker, sent from
Lucus countv for burglary.
These men work
close together in the moulding shop, and there
made the coin in moulds, a genuine coin being
used for a pattern. Tbe material used was alloy of copper and zinc.

IlETEOKDLOlilCAL
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, O. C.,
January 4, (1 A. M.))

War

For New En|land.
and the Middle states and lower lakes, general y clear and cooler weather, northwest to
southwest winds and rising barometer.

who

to

sent

was

to

the

inaugur-

was

ated yesterday.
The
Colorado legislature met yesterday.
Minnesota legislature meets to-day.
Robert Laird Collier has accepted the call of
the Second church in Boston, and will enter
upon his duties there within a few weeks.
The embezzlement of Isaac H. Erothingham,
chief clerk in the stamp department of the
Boston postofliee amounts to 840,000.
New York caulkers, carpenters, fasteners,
and spar-makers have struck owing to a reduction of wages.

have

FINANCIAL AND COM MERCIAL.

C. K. Ross.
Mr Maggiff, child telegraph operator here,
upon the receipt of this dispatch, then telegraphed to Mr. Ross that the photograph was
not a good picture of the boy, and also told him
of the boy’s recognition of the picture of Mr.
Stanton and son.
In reply he received the following:
•‘Tell him Mr. Ross don’t kuow Hall Stanton
nor does Charlie Ross know him, but says that
the sheriff'can bring the boy down.”
Sheriff Morrell took the boy to the telegraph
office a fow minutes after the receipt ot the
last despatch and a conversation took place beIt retween St. Albans anil Philadelphia.
sulted in Mr. Ross declaring that the boy in
question was certainly not his son.
Milford, N. H., Jan. 3.—The boy at St. Albans is James Blanchard of Milford.
Every
The
schoolmate he mentioned belongs here.
authorities have net denied his identity, reports to the contrary notwithstanding.

Foi In ml Wholesale VlnrUet.
Monday, Jan. 3d.—As wo have predicted the
markets show considerable activity at the opening of
the year. Trade has been good tc-day with a good
prospect of a continuance. Pork is rather dull and
there is a prospect of a decline in prices. Corn is
quoted at from 68 to 70c by the car load, and at 73c
in bag lots. Oats are quoted at from 50 @ 55c.
Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scandinavian—
311,100 lbs bacon. 47,700 do lard, 73,500 do pork, 19,450 bush wheat, 8354 do peas, 6600 lbs bladders, 305,900 do butter, lo0,000 do oatmeal, 9600 do beef, 5 bbls
flour, 330,200 lbs cheese, 24,900 do tallow, 4000 lbs of
potash, 1050 do tobacco, 29 obis apples, 2800 sewing

machines, 135 packages
packages merchandize.

leather,

2

pianos,

1

sleigh,

25

HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Bermuda—3900 bbls of
flour, 1510 do oatmeal, 1251 bags bran, 151 packages
beef, 4800 lbs butter, 40 bbls beans, 2400 lbs bacon,
4300 do tobacco, 3 packages boots and shoes, 270
packages paper, 0 horses, 1 organ, 3400 lbs tobacco,
789 packages merchandise.

NEWS.

Vessels Ashore.
New York, Jan.—The Italian bark Emilio
Barahino, is ashore a mile and a half south of
Cape Henry. No lives lost. Assistance has
been sent her.
The schooner William Baxter, from Turk’s
Island with salt, went ashore about one mile
east of Point Quogue Light, Long Island, during the recent fog. The crew landed and took
The vessel
shelter in the life-saving station.
may be got off.

Dally Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.

W. True & Co.

Public Debt Statement.
Washington. January 3.—The following is a
recapitulation of the public debt for tbe mouth of
December as it appears on the books of the Treasury:
DEBT BEARING INTEREST

IN

COIN.

Bonds at 6 per cent.$1,017,615,400 00
Bonds at 5 per cent..
670,384,750 00

BEARING

DEBT

INTEREST

Navy pension fund

IN

LAWFUL MONEY.

14,000,000

at 3 per cent.

210,000

Interest...
DEBT

ON

INTEREST HAS
MATURITY.

WHICH

CEASED

Principal.$
DEBT

00
00

SINCE

413,896

26
02

371,896,862

50

22,712,540

Interest.

BEARING NO INTEREST.

Old demand and legal tender notes. .$
Certificates of deposit.
Fractional currency.

Principal.$ 482,417,234
Unclaimed interest,
20,234

97
84

DEBT.

Principal.$2,207,129,925
Interest
38,819,602

23
85

Total.$2,245,948,988

08

CASH IN THE TREASURY.

terday.

Coin.$

79,824,448

Currency.
held for
of

11,117,344

Special deposit

Mrs. Wm. Flemming, residing at Wilton,
a fit of insanity, yesterday, assaulted
her husband with an ax while he was sleeping,
stripped off all her clothing, ran out of doors
and threw herself into a pond. A person passing pulled her out, and carried her home. She
will be sent to an insane asylum.
It is hoped
her husband will recover.

redemption

certificates of deposits as provided by law.

Mass., iu

DEBT LESS

December

CASH

IN

01
80

35,175,000 00

Total.$

January 1,

126,116,792 81

2,119,832,195

27
57

.$2,117,917,132,
Increase of Debt during the past
Month.$
1,915,062 70
Decrease since Juue 1, 1875.$ 8,856,531 05
BONDS ISSUED TO PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES,

FOREIGN.

INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

Principal outstanding.$64,625,512
Interest accrued and not yet paid. 1,938,705
Interest paid by the United States.28,202,807
Interest repaid by the transportation of
mails, &c.
6,668,927
Balance of interest paid by the Unitea

The Spanish Ministry.
Londod, Jan. 3.—The Standard’s telegram
from Madrid contains the following:
The decree convoking the Cortes says the
plan of the ministry based npon a conservative
policy, aDd rejecting impracticable schemes
and religious intolerance, will bo laid before the
Cortes.
Vigorous efforts to restore order in Cuba are
promised. The Standard’s despatch says the
declarations of the government have created a
very favorable impression. The decree declares
that all may participate in the elections except
the declared foes to the dynasty and monarchy.
CuHtelar’* Platform.
Madrid, Jan. 3.—Senor Castelar has {issued
a manifesto
agreeing to contest Bascola and
Valencia for a seat in the Cortes
He declares
himself in favor of universal suffrage, free universities and the separation of church and
statei
A I, urge Cotton Mill fiarned.
London, Jan. 3.—The Hawekridge Cotton
Spinning Company’s mill at Atherton, LancaLoss $175,000.
shire, was destroyed by fire.
The mill contained 40,000 spindles, and 200
thrown
hands were
out of employment.

States.

York Stock and Money Market.
New York. January 3—Evening.—To-day was
the investors day in Wall street and there was an
unusually large number of people collecting the divdendand interest money due January 1st. The
amount of money to be disbursed at thispoiutis
something enormous. The Government pays $25,000,000 in gold and $1,938,705 in currency. The
state, city and county disburse large amounts. Missouri, Illinois and other states disburse freely. The
city banks make handsome dividends, aud the California Pacific railioads pay interest. The Union Pacific, New York Central, lieading, New Jersey, New
Haven and other roads and the Western Union will
disburse dividends In a few days, and Lake Shore
and St Paul, Rock Island and Chicago * Alton
roads pay interest on large amounts ot bonds. The
outflow will doubtless reverse the money market to
ease and cause large amounts of money to drift to
the Stock Exchange tor investment.
Advices received to-day state that £1,350,001) sterling of the
consolidaied mortgage bonds of the Pittsburg & Connellsville railroad and £2,000,000 steriin6 of the Philadelphia * Reading railroad general mortgage bonds
have been taken in London. Except for bills which
have appeared against the loans within the past
three weeks we should have been obliged to export

gold aoin.
Foreign Exchange

was dull and Arm with 484} and
488} as the rates for prime bankers sterling. Call
loans was as high as 1-61 and interest; the closing

I'nrn null?

nn

ormlf-

Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.105
Union Pacific bonds..102}
Union Pacific Lrnd Grants.101
Sinking Funds....
94}

that the American circular does not propose as
solution of the Cuban question, as stated by
the London correspondence of the Manchester
Guardian, that Cuba ami Porto Rico form a
confederation with a Governor General appointed bv Snain.

Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence. January 3.—The Printing cloths
market is dull and nominal at previous figures.

a

Domestic markets.
New York. January 3—Evening—Flour receipts
26,764 bbis; the market is less active and without decided change} sales 14,500 bbis; Superfine Western
and State at 4 26 @ 4 50; extra Western and State at
4 80 @ 5 35; choice do at 5 40 @ 5 DO; White Wheat
Western extra 8t 5 05 @ 7 00: Fancy at 7 05 @ 7 75;
extra Ohio at 4 80 @ 7 25: extra St Louis at 5 25 @
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 75
@ 7 25; choice to double extra at 7 30 @ 9 00, including 2100 bbis shipping extra at 5 10 @ 5 30; 4000 bbis
city mills extra chiefly at 5 25 @ 6 25; the market
closing dull: Southern flour at 4 90 @ 9 00. Rye flour
ouiet and unchanged at 4 40 @ 5 50. Corn meal steady
at 315 @ 3 90.
Wheat—receipts of 24,534 bush; the
market is dull and scarcely so tirm while prices are
generally without decided change; sales 81.000 bush;
1 01 @ 01 for rejected Spring; 99c @ 114 for ungraded Spring; 1 15 for No 3 Spring New York inNo 3 Milwaukee in store at 1 09; 1 22 for
spection;
No 2 Chicago in store; 1 32 for straight No 1 Wilwaukee in store; 1 30 for called No 1 Minnesota 6old by
sample; 1 30 for good new Winter Red Western; 1 50
@ 1 55 for White Western and nominally; 1 07 @ 1 08
for No 3 Chicago; 134 @125 for No 2 Milwaukee.
Rye is firm; sales 25,000 bush; Stnte 94 @ 96c. Barley
is dull and unchanged.
Barley Malt is quiet and
unchanged. Corn—receipts 59,470 bush; the market
is 1 @ 2c better with a fair export and home trade
demand; sales 30.000 bush; 60 @ 60$c for no grade
Mixed; 67$ @ 67$c for graded Mixed Western .closing
at latter
price; 68$c for new Yellow Southern; 73 @
75c for old Western Mixed, latter for choice afloat.
Oats—receipts 62,340 bush; the market is dull; sales
34,000 busk; 44 @ 48c for Mixed Western and State;
46 @ 50c for White do. Hay steady. Coflee is quiet
and unchanged. Sugar quiet and unchanged at 8 @
8}c for fair to good refining; 8§c for prime; refined is
unchanged. Molasses and Ric? unchanged. Petroleum firmer; crude 7$ (§) 72c; 4000 bbis late on Friday
at 7 13-16; refined at 13| @ 13$; cases at 17 @ 191;
Naptha at 8| @ 9V. Tallow dull at 9g @ 10. Naval
Stores—ltosiu dull at 1 67$ @ 1 75. Turpentine firmPork dull; lOo bbis new mess at 20 75;
er at 38c.
seller January and February quoted at 20 40 @ 20 65;
seller March at 20 70 @ 20 80. Dressed Hogs firmer
at 8$ @ 8$ for Western. Beet quiet.
Cut Meats—
Western quiet'.middles quiet at 10J for Western long
clear; 25 boxes city long clear at 10|. Lard firmer;
sales 450 tcs prime steam at 12|@ 12 15-16; 2500 tcs
seller Jan at 12| @ 12 15-16; 50 tcs do at 13; 1500 tcs
seller February at 13$; 200 do seller March at 13V @

Foreign Note*.
A St. Petersburg special says the Russian
government having refused its sanction to tbe
proposition of the Prince of Montenegro to declare war against Turkey, Montenegro will remain neutral.
A Vienna special says Count Andrassy’snote
proposing a pacification of the Turkish provinces, has been received by Italy, France and
England. It had previously been approved by
Russia and Germany.
Tbe London Marine Society’s training ship
Warspite, which has been anchored in the
Thames between Greenwich and VVoolfville for
a long time, was burned Monday morning.
No
lives lost.
M Ollivier has issued an address to the electors of the department of the Var.
He advises
snbmissicn to President MacMahon and the
Republic, but resetvcs the right toappeal to tbe

people.

13 5-16.

Freights

|

np«r

41 i. (7i) 41 3/»

Hom.

B

.....

Corn, 0000 bush Oats.
Shipments—4000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush Wheat,15,000 bush Corn, 4000 bush Oats.
St Louis, January 3.—Flour quiet and weak with
only a limited jobbing trade. Wheat is strong and
higher but inactive; No 2 Red Fall l 41$ @ 1 42 cash;
1 52 @ 1 52$ seller tor March; No 3 do 1 26$ bid. Com
opened weak and lower and closed firmer at outside
quotations; No 2 Mixed 37$ @ 37$c cash; futures are
irregular at 37$ @ 37|c seller tor January. Oats are
quiet and firm; No 2 at 344c; 33$c bid for seller Jan.
bush

Rye lower; No 2 at 67c. Barley is nominally unchanged. Whiskey dull at 110.
Receipts—3000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat,78,000
bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 16,000 bush barley, 0,000
bush rye, 2,900 hogs, 525 cattle.
Detroit, January 3.—Flour is quiet aud easier.
Wheat is quiet and 1c lower; extra White Michigan

oftered at 1 35; No l White Michigan at 124$; No 1
Amber Michigan at 110.
Com is dull; No 1 Mixed
at 53 @ 55c. Oats quiet aud steady; Mixed at 36
bidr 36$c asked.

to

Liverpool—market heavy.

Chicago, January 3 —Flour is nominal. Wheat is
active and lower; No 1 Spring 1 05; No 2 Spring »t
95|conspot; 962c seller for February; rejected at
64$c. Corn lower for cash and higher for options;
No 2 at 45c on spot; 45|c seller January; 43c seller
February; new rejected 34c. Oats are unsettled at
30c on spot; 30g @ 30$c seller for February; rejected
26 @ 27c. Rye dull at 67c. Barley is in fair demand
and lower at 79c on spot; 77c seller for February.
Dressed Hogs fairly active and a shade higher at 7 75
@ 7 90. Pork firm at 19 10 @ 19 15 ou spot; 19 35 for
seller February. Lard is firmer at 12 22$ on spot;
12 37 @ 12 40 seller February. Bulk Meats are firmer ; shoulders 7 @ 7|c; clear rib and clear sides 10 @
Whiskej steady at 1 09.
Receipts—11,000 bbis flour, 43,000 bush wheat, 63,00 bush corn, 15,000 busb oats, 7,000 bush barley,
1000 bush of rye.
Shipments—14,000 bbis flour, 22,000 bush wheat,29,000 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush barley,

10$.

000 bush rye.

Ar at

[Latest by Europen steaamers.]
Liverpool Dec 14, Helen Sands, Bos ford, fm

Norfolk.
Cld 14th, David H Tolck, Sawyer, Havana; 15th,
Fred Tudor, B« arse. Anjier.
Oft Dover 13th, Daisy Boynton, Appleby, fm London lor Boston.
Ar at Scilly 12th, Annie Torrey, Libbey, Maulmain
for Falmoutb.
In Portland Roads 14th, Don Justo
Bennett, from
Baltimore for Bremen; Joseph Sonther, Watts, from
Darien tor Newcastle.
Ar at Cardiff 14ib, Oimus, Shackford, Bristol.
Sid I5tb, Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, St
Jago.
Ar at Penarth 13tb, Detroit,
Pike, fm Antwerp lor
Cardiff, (and was off' Scilly 13th.)
Ar at Bristol IGtb, Sophia
Kranz, Dyer, Calais.
S1I ICth, Brunswick, Hutchinson, tor Hampton
Roads.
Sid fm Lynn 14th, Gipsey Queen,
Montgomery, tor
Baltimore.
Ar at Bowling 13th, Annie W
Goddard, Lewis,
Portland.
Sid fm Cadiz Dec 8, Carrie Purington, Whitmore,
Portland.
Sid fm Havre Dec 14th, Charlotte A
Littlefield,

Receipts—135 bbls flour, 8,550 bush wheat, 470
bush com, 680 bush oats.
Shipments—160 bids flour, 5100 bush wheat, 000
bush com, 0000 bush oats.

Cincinnati, January 3.—Pork nominal at 19 50.
Lard is steady White a moderate demand; steam at
12 @ 12$; kettle at 13 00 @ 13 25. Bulk Meats and
Bacon quiet aud unchanged; Green Meats are dull;
shoulders 6}; sides 9g; hams 104 @ 11c. Whiskey is
dull at 107. Live Hogs are dull and lower; common
to good light at 6 75 @ 6 90; fair to good packing at
7 00 @ 7 25; choice heavy at 7 30 @7 35; receipts 4015
head; shipments 540.
New York, January 3.—Cotton it djili; Middling

uplands 13$.

Savannah, Januaiy 3.-Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 1213-16c.
New Orleans, January 3.—Coiton Is quiet;
Middling uplauds 12}c.
Mobile, Jan. 3.—Cottou quiet; Middling uplandj
at 12$c.
Charleston, January 3.—Cotton steady; Miduplands 12} @ 13c.

European Markets.
London, January 3—2.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 1516 for money and account.
Liverpool, January 3—12.30 P. M.—American
securities—United States bonds 1865, old, 1041.

this city. Jan. 3, by Rev. Dr. Carmthers. NorMorrison of Hallowell and Miss Maggie Morriof Portland.
In Bath, Dec. 21, A. Herbert Donnell of Bath and
Mrs. Dorcas S. Ward of Freeport.
In Thomaston, Dec. 20, Gen. Ellis Spear of Washington and Mrs. Sat ah F. Keene of Thomaston.
In Wiscasset, Dec. 26, Jos. A. Dunton of Newcastle and Miss Maggie E. Cunningham of Edgecomb.
In Harrison, Dec. 2, Chas. F. Chase of Waterford
and Mary E. Lemp of Waltham.
In

son

DIED.
In this city, Dec. 24, Patrick Sexton. [Boston papers please copy.]
In Gray, Dec. 14, Mr. Benj. Morse, aged 84 years 2
months.
In Lewiston, Dec. 13, Mrs, Lizzie M., wife of Geo.
W. Ranks, aged 36 years.
In Auburn, Dec. 27, Mr. Geo. P. Marble, aged 40
years 2 months.
In North Haven, Dec. 17, Mr. BeDj. C. Beverage,
aged 54 years.
In North llaven, Dec. 21, Mrs. Hannah Beverage,
aged 70 years.

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.
NAME

FROM

FOR

Partliia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

Sardinian.Portland... Liverpool.Jan
Andes.New York...Aspmwall..., Jan
Clanbel.New York. .Jamaica, &c. .Jan
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Crescent City.New York. Havana.Jan
Atlas.Boston.... .Liverpool.Jan
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.elan
City ot New York. .New York .Liverpool. ...Jan
...

City

of Berlin

.New York.
Adriatic.New York.
Idaho.New York
..

.Liverpool...

Jan

.Liverpool.Jan
.Liverpool.... Jan
Nova Scotian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan
Sarmatian.Portland... Liverpool.Jan

4
4
5
6
8
8
8
8
12
12
13
15
15
15
15
15
18
29
29

.January 4.
PM
| High water.4.30 AM

Miniature Almanac
Sun rises.7.30

Sun sets.4.40

|

Moon sets.

MA-RHSTE

NEWS

PORT OE PORTLAND
Monday, Jnu. 3.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Long, Boston tor East-

dort and St John. NB.

Barque Norena, Nichols, New York,—coal to RanVessel to Geo S Hunt & Co.

dall & McAllister

Brig Ellen H, (Br) Flynn, Boston, (and sailed

St John. NB.)
Sch Hopewell. (Br)
Sch Samuel Fish,

George, Me.)

for

Robinson, Bostou.
Teel, Salem, (and sailed for St

CLEARED.

Steamship Elcanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

Fox.
Sch Gertie Lewis. Prout, Boston—master.
SAILED—Barque Lizzie Merry; brigs Eudorus*
Geo S Berry; schs A R Weeks, Maggie Ellen, Sophie,
Oliver Dyer, Lady Woodbury, Welaka, Maud, Bowdoin, Willie L Swift, Forest City, and others.

SWAN & BARRETT,
200 MIDDLE

ST.,

prepared to exchange City of Calais Bonds aid
Lewy s Island Railroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due December, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
No
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desrable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.
Are

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-20 Qoverniueut BoiiiIh,
State of Maine Bond*.
Calais aid Railroad Rond*.

tfc

DR.

Barrott,
STREET.
,n3m

on

record.

[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANOE.
Ar at New York 3*1 inst, barque Jos Baker, Ryder,
Malaga; brig H P Dewey, Loring, Cienfuegos; schs
Abby Wasson. Maracaibo; Freddie Walter,-.
Ar at Bremerhaveu Dec 31, ship Lizzie Moses, from

Philadelphia.

New York.
Ar at Havana 31st, barque Benj Webster. Smart,
Cardiff; brig J W Hunt, New York; sch Lizzie B
Gregg, Anderson, Norfolk.
Ar at Aspinwall Dec 19, brig Tally Ho, Cates, fm

Philadelphia.
Ar at Cienfuegos 29tb, sch Nellie Shaw, Cates, from
New York.

MEMORANDA.
Scb Marcus Hunter, Henley, from New York for
Portland, with a cargo ot coal for Evans & Mooney,
went ashore on Sunday night, at West Hampton, LI,
where she remains, broken in two. and will be

a

total

wreck. Sails, rigging, &c, saved. Cargo insured;
vessel partly insured.
Sch Carrie Heyer. Poland, at Providence from Savannah, reports having had 14 days of NE wind; on
the 3d ult. sprung aleak and threw over part of deck
load: on the 8th, 130 miles from Montauk, took a
hurricane lasting 10 days, and lost mainboom. jibboom, foretopmast, sprung bowsprit, gaffs. &c.
Sch Florida, ot Belfast, before reported destroyed
by fire at Jacksonville, is now reported to have been
only slightly injured. The hatches were taken off
when she arrived and part of the cargo taken out,
when the lire broke out again. The batches were rep.aced and a hole made in the deck, through which
rubber hose were placed and the hold of the vessel
filled with steam and the fire put out. The cargo is
badly damaged and is of but little value. So far as
examined tbe vessel shows no injury. When the
hatches were taken oft and before the gas had time
to escape, Capt Gilmore descended for examination
and was nearly overpowered by the fumes. He was
taVon

mi*

noarlv inconuihlo

DOmESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 27tb, scb John Proctor, Doane,
Havana.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 27th, sch Anita, Ryan, for
Ruatan.
Cl<1 28th, sch Ella M Storer, Wade. New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 28th, brig Eva N Johnson, Yeaton, Havana.
Cld 27th, sch Hector. Higzins, New Orleans.
Cld 28th, sebs Victor, Coffin, and Annie Whiting,
Hatch, Providence.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 20th, sch Minna A Reed,
Strout, Liverpool.
Ar 27th. brig E H Rich. Paine, Havana.
JACKSONVILLE
Ar 27th, sch II A DeWitt,
Manson, Havana.
Cld 28th, seks Ella, Mitchell, and Jas Wall, Watts,
Flew Haven.
CHARLESTON—Cld 28tb, sch Elwood Doran, Jarvis, for Baltimore via Brunswick, Ga.
Ar 2d. sch John C Smith, Jones, Bristol.
Ar at Tybee 31st, barque Henrietta. Simpson, from
Belfast.
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 30th, sch S H Hawes, Fort,

Portland.

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 1st inst, barque
EsteUa. from Baltimore lor Trieste.
NEW YORK--Ar 1st, barques Isaac Hall. Adams,
Plymouth, E; Investigator, Butman, Bordeaux 43
days; brig Teneritte, Tracy, Lisbon; sebs Sea Bird,
Stanley, firom Mt Desert; William Rice. Pressey. 1m
Rockland; Defiance, Thorndike, do; Mott Haven,

Collins. Calais; Starlight, Blatcliford, Lubec; Izetta,
Hix, Havana 12 days.
Ar 3d, ship Bengal. Blanchard, Singapore; barques
Gemsbok, Bunker, Muscat: Evvor, Littlefield, Hamburg; brigs Salista, Partridge, Rio Janeiro; Mary M
Williams, Hauna. Denia; Havana, Meyer, Havana;
sebs Dolly Varden, Allen, Port au Platte; Annie M
Collins, Storer, Bonaire; Lizzie Lee, Im Aux Cayes;
Freddie Walter, SpauldingjSt Marc; Abbie Dunn,
Fountain, Matanzas; Eva May, Andrews. Havana.
Passed through Hell Gate 1st, sebs J Wliitekouse,
from Port Johnson for Salem; Jas Bliss, do for do;
J & H Crowley, do tor Boston; C B Jones, NYork
for Rockland; H T Hodges, Elizabethport for Boston; Anna S Murcb, Port Johnson fordo: Franconia, Jordan, do for Salem; Belle Brown, Baltimore
for Belfast; George & Albert, do lor Salem.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, scha Alraon Bird, Drinkwater. Savaunak; A P Emerson, Emerson, Pawtucket.
Ar 2d, sch

Carrie Heyer, Poland, Savannah.
FALL RIVER—Ai 30th, sch Alexandria, Falkingham, Calais.
BOSTON Ar 2d, sebs Florence Wackrill, Doane,
Fayal; A McNichols, Reed, Gonaives; Flora King,
Rowe, Hoboken; Anna Frye, Smitn,do; Lizzie Poor,
Dickey. Fairhaven.
Ar 3d, brig Annie & Lily, Bray, Cedar
Keys via
Chatham, where she was ashore; is bound to Kenue—

bunkport.

Also ar 3d, sells Sadie Willicutt, Baker, fm Turks
Island; Governor. Watson, Weekawken; Saginaw.
Ryder, Richmond.
SALEM—Sid 1st. sebs Mott-Haven, for New York;

Alfred Keene, for Baltimore.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 1st,
Macbias.
Ar at

Siak, Sherman,

FOREIGN POKT.H,
Madeira Dec 15, sch Carl D Lothrop, McAl-

lep, Philadelphia.
Ar

Bch

Havre 1st inst, barque Almira Robinson,Tarbox, New Orleans.
Ar at Antwerp 1st inst,
barque Neversink, Barstow. Savannah.
lst
E>
lu8t- barque Josephine,
oAr,at„«l0ucefterStahl.
Philadelphia.
H
At Montevideo Nov 10,
ship Enos Soule, Drinkwater, diBg; Darque Reunion, Emerson, tor liaroaboee; 1
brig Elizabeth, Stubbs, lor New York.
at

THAFER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Late of Philadelphia,

Respectfully informs the citizens of Portland that he
is permanently located in
Mechanics' Hall

Building, Rooms 1 and 2,

where he will be happy to see all who desire relief
from suilering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
oi the first Medical Schools in the
country; has been
in extensive practice for 20 years. His success in the
severer loinis of
disease, both acute aud chronic,
warrants his saying he

Never (ails to cure where

a care

is

possible

Particular attention paid to the treatment oi those
diseases peculiar to the female organism and BE.

STREET,

inarc15

We invite all our Frientl* and the
to call and examine our

FALL
HEW

receive pupils in

Much suffering anti often serious consequences
come from neglecting a slight cut, bruise or sore.
These might be avoided by apply ing some healing
remedy at once, The best article knovsn for this
purpose is

“THE FOREST TAR SALVE,”
which contains all the healing properties of the pure
It is used in the Hospitals
a very nice form.
dressing wounds and healing indolent sores and
approved by the best Surgeons. Inquire of your
druggist for “Forest Tar Salve.”

octl5

without resortiDg to
and Painful Treatment so

much in vogue at present.

0 to 12 A. 1»L, 1
to 9 P. M.

to

5, aud 7

dec!7
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ELOCUTION.
using the voice more than for ordimry
conversation, or with defective speech, ought to
have instruction in this useful art. A class will be
formed Fndav, January 7th. Terms payable in advance, for class lessons §20 for twenty lessons'
Private lessons $50 for twenty lessons.
For private
or class lessons address
WALTER K FOBES,
(Graduate of Boston University, School of Oratory.)
Box 830, City.
dcl8tjan7*

PERSONS

City of Portland, Municipal.
City of Portland, aid R. R.
City of Bath.
City of Rockland.
City of St. Louis.
County of St. Louis, Gold.
City of Chicago.
City of Toledo.

Maine Central R. K.
Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R.,

Highest Rale.

Paid

K.prcinl attention i» cnlle.l
illii»t.-aleil iTIottoe*.

■neat

Called lioveru
Bomb,

67

Exchange Mtreet.

the IVrw

to

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S
169 middle Street.
jal2eodlv

*3ra

#

OHE THOUSAND

Elegant Silk Brocade

HECK
50c

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL,
Little Blue. Farmington, Hie., for Boyd.
Ailvantages unsurpassed and terms reasonable.
The Winter Ne**ion Opens January 12ih.
For circulars and information apply to
AHIBROME P. KELSEY. A. HI.,
dec23deod4w
Principal.

TIES,
AT

—

EACH,

Never before Mold less limn $1 OO.
The*e good*

are

jn*t the thing

Year «<iift*. and are by far the
of Tiea we hare ever had the

•flering

Eaton Family School For Boys,

our

for New

«’heape*l let

pleasure

l.ady Friend*.

of

OWEN & MOORE,

—AT—

NOItUIUGEWOCK, MAINE.

for

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

For Circular A«ldrc*» II. F. Eaton, Prin.

augtJMf

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

janU

Utl
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Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic,
Mandrake Pills.—These deservedly celebrated and popular medicines have effected a revolution in the healing art, and proved the fallacy of
several maxims which have for many years obstructed the progress of medical science. The false
supposition that “Consumption is incurable” deterred phy-.
sicians from attempting to find remedies for that disease, and patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to death without making an effort to escape
from a doom which they supposed to be unavoidable*
It fs now proved, however, that Consumption can be
cured, and that it has been cured in a very great
number of cases (some of them apparently desperate
ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in
other cases by the same medicine in connection with
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills, one
or both, according to the requirements of the case.
Dr. Schenck himself, who enjoyed nninterrupted
good health for more than forty years, was supposed,
^it one time, to be at the very gate of death, his physicians having pronounced his case hopeless, and
abandoned him to his fate. He was cured by the
aforesaid medicines, and, since his recovery, many
thousands similarly affected have used Dr. Schenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr, Schenck unless patients wish their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is professionally at his principal office,
Corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be addressed. Sehenck’s medicines are sold by all drug-

gists.
jyll

FALSE.

CATARRH
KILLED THEM

THE GIF! SEASON!

Looli

For

&

Bailey
this

have

season

Noyes

403 CONGRESS

TRINKET

BOXES,

offered in this city.

CLOTHING.

Standard Historical
Poetical Books.
New Christmas

WILL THE CENTUM!

and

Of Portlaud and vicinity call at my

Story Books 244, Cor. Middle

considering the
purchase.

better gift made
required for the

can be no
amount of money

Where I shall be happy to show them

and be

MERCHANT TAILOR,
rmie

To all PcrAons interested in either of,the
Estates hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of December in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-five, the following mat-

AT

ters

to

Class. These Goods have
been selected with care and
Bought Low. We shall sell at
very Low Price3 for lour weeks.

edy

the celebrated

BSP*Wliat grander gift

was ever

bonght?«£|

The best is cheapest! Chiekering Pianos are the
Best Made Instruments in the world, amt the prices
low. We have other tirst-class Pianos lor sale;
also
are

OFFER.

GERMAN SNUFF,
this horrid complaint can be cured?
At this season of the year, when
people, by undne exposure and the
sudden changes in the weather,
are liable to catch cold, we advise
them to carry in the pocket a box

FUR SEAL,
FRENCH

SEAL,

CABINET ORGANS.

the Executrix therein named.

Bailey

&

ST.,

and the imported

GERMAN SNUFF,

Scotch Havelock
—

when they suddenly take cold
and feel all the organs of the nose

AT

Caps

AMOS ABBOTT, late of Deering, deceased. First
final account presented for allowance by Cyrus
B, Abbott, Executor.
CLARA E. GALLISON <& ALS, minor children
and heirs of George Gallison, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Josiah H. Drummond, Guardian.
SARAH JEWETT, late ot Portland, deceased.
Will and petition tor the probate thereof, presented
by George Jewett, the Executor therein named.
ENOCH C. MOODY, late of Portland, deceased.
First account presented tor allowance by Albus R.
Moody, Administrator.
BRIDGET WELLS, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Charles E. Clifford, the Executor therein named.
HE^EKIAH WINSLOW, late of Portland, deceased. Copy of will and petition that the same may
be verified and established as the will of said testator, presented by Charles H. Fling, the owner of real
estate which he holds under title from devises given
by the will of said deceased,
MARY E. STAPLES, late of Gorham, deceased.
First and final account presented for allowance
by
John C. Card, Executor.
and

Noyes,

EXCHANGE

CLOTH, PLUSH,

of

PORTLAND.
dec!8

eod3wis

—

so

stopped up they
promptly take a remedy to at
head

can
once

LOW

PRICES.

FUR, BUCK AND LINED

loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes

Kid

POISOA

J. R

Gloves.

IIEAH.

HATTERS, Opposite

Corey

& Co.,

JOHN A.
A true

MAHER-& CO.,

TIIE

thereupon

GEORGE W. RIDEOUT, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petitions for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Amherst Whitmore, Administrator with the will annexed.
JOHN STEVENS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Byron
Stevens, Administrator.
JOSEPH McINTIRE, late of New Gloucester, deceased. Second and last account presented for allowance by Althea J. Mclntire, Administratrix.
JUDITH S. JORDAN, late of Raymond, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
y Washington Jordan, the Executor therein named.
CHARLES SMALL, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition for order of distribution of Personal estate,
presented by Enos C. Soule, Administrator.
AMOS LIBBY, late of Scarborough, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof ami that
letters of administration with the will annexed be
issued to Dexter Libby, presented by Dorcas Libby,

STORE.
_dtf

Maher & Co.

RADER’S

action

in named.

warerooias

F. T. Mealier & Co.’s
DRUG

having been presented for the

hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, i>apers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the third Tuesday of
January next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and oblect if they see cause:
JAMES GUIHAN, otherwise called James Wynne,
late ot Towny Corry in the Kingdom of Ireland, deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered in
said County of Cumberland. Petition for license to
sell and convey real estate presented by Edward W.
Fox, Administrator with the will annexed.
DAVID H. WARD, minor child and heir ot David
Ward, late of Sebago. deceased. Second account presented for allowance by Enoch Gammon, Guardian.
ABIGAIL CHADBOURN, late of Baldwin, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Edward R. Staples, the Executor there-

the

upper

also offer at tlieir spacious

de20
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PROBATE NOTICES.

Writing Desk-.. Elegant Russia
Leather Pocket Books, Cut*
ry, Gold Pens, Fancy Ink
Stands, Dominoes, Back
Gammon
Boards,
Ac.
A Building

BAILEY & NOYES

And if yon doubt the fact look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh and last
consumption.
Why will people
suffer when by the use of the rem-

BECKETT,

244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.

Fancy Stationery!

from

happy to sell them.

more

W. C.

OF MANY KINDS AT

l

A*-

Fine

a

■ortmeni of.

Elegant Assortment.

lower

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

and Cross

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear

lull

—

ot

noons over a. b. bi tleh n,

Story ot First
Quality Goods of
Every Variety ot this
AND

place

Streets,

New Juvenile Books.

BOTTLES,

—

new

business,

thn

CUT

i>tt

Elegant Illustrated Books.

W eights,

IPaper

STREET.

Trade!

Holiday
ever

frw

a

Charles Custis &Co.

fiuest display for the

the

for

('out

to

days.

J«9

An

WORK BOXES,

—

UNDERWEAR

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

Cigar Cases, Perfumes,

GLOVES
AKD

Mell*ng without repnrd

flE^Than which there

WALLETS

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out of
ten the disease knowu as Catarrh
was the forerunner of
Consumption, which, when fastened on a
person is like the grasp of the hideous anaconda.
There is no escape until death relieves them
from its torture and they are laid
in the grave. Friends may say
they died of Consumption. ’ITS

MEN’S

jan3deod3p&wlmsn

sntt

WILL BE
YOUR DOOM !

I\

kinds ot

and all

—

C per cent.
G per cent.
6 per cent.
6 per cent.
6 per cent.
6 per cent.
7 per cent.
8 per cent.
7 pi r cent.
G per cent.
Gold.

All the

STAPLE FANCY GOODS.

sn9m#

FREE.

DfATH

and

GOODS

Latest Novolties
Trimmings, Worsteds, Hosiery, tiloves,

Home School at N\ Gloucester.

TAR.

STOCK
—OF—

Kinbracing

Apply at
*82 CONGRESS STREET.

public

generally

dlw*

Latin. French and the English Branches.
Ilae liad cdght years experience in the

sneodtf

FOREST

Terms moderate.

of the house.

dec30

will

LIBF^OIiARANTEED
that Distasteful
Office Hours

TEACHER
in and out

Union
lessons

and

won sale,
PORTLAND CITY R. II. AID .G’m
PORTLAND CITY MUNICIPAL
,G’»
CLEVELAND CITY.G’s
CLEVELAND CITY.7>*
TOLEDO CITY.
ST. LOUIS COUNTY GOLD... ...O’*
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.7’s
and other desirable securities.

200 MIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4,1875.

Clisis. §, Robicliek,
of the German
Language,
House, Temple St., Portland. Private

MISS II. E. CLARK,

F.A,LEAVITT.

uov29

Swan

EXCHANGE
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FANCY POODS.

au7eod&wGm

NOTICES.

CALAIS BONDS!

The new ship Alice D Cooper, of Portland, Capt
Humphrey, has just made a record lor fast salliug
places her in the list as one of the most rapid
sailing vessels in the world, having made the passage trom Norfolk to Liverpool in 15 days,—the best
time

49

SPOKEN.
Dec 27, lat 38, Ion 74 30, barque Old Dominion, from
Philadelphia tor Antwerp.
Dec 27, lat 26, Ion 75, sch B F Waite, from St Marc
for Boston.
Dec 28, lat 28, ion 75 10, sch Natlil Stevens, from
St Marc tor Boston.

SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL.

Decorations, &r„

for

CONSULTATION
dec8

DATE

California....New York .Glasgow
Jan
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Nevada.New York Liverpool.Jan
City of New York New York.. Havana.Jan

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,

tar in

MARRIED.

mau

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000,

Carver, Cardiff.

new

Ar at Liverpool 1st inst, ship Alice D Cooper.Humphrey, Norfolk, Va, 15 days; barque Fannie, from

Chicago* Northwestern.38}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.56}
New Jersey Central.115}
Rock Islanl.105
St. Paul. 15}
St. Paul preferred.66}
Wabash. 3
Atlantic * Pacific Telegraph. 18}
Missouri Pacific. 12}
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

Washington, Jan. 3.—Though our governpresent what it communicates
European government, it can be stated

removed

Shipments—7,000 bbls] flour, 29,000 bush wheat, 000
bush corn,0,000 bush oats, 0000 bush rye.
Toledo, January 3.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat inactive; extra White Michigan 1 34; Amber
Michigan at 1 19$ @ 1 20$; No 3 Red at 1 03; rejected

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881,ex-in.... 120$
United States 5 20*8 1865, old.116}
United States 5-20*8,1865, new,ex-in.117}
United States 5-20’s, 1867,ex-in.
119|
United States 5-20*8, 1868 do.120
United States new 5’s.117
United States 10-40 coup.118

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 74
Pacific Mail. 38}
New York Central & Hudson R R consolidated. 104}
Erie. log
Erie preterred.31
Michigan Central. 5Sg
Union Pacific Stock. 74
Panama.125
Lake Shore. 60}
Illinois Central. 98}

ment conceals at
to the

be

rye.

which

was

Currency 6’s.122}
The following were the closing quotations of

eration.

shortly

unchanged.

7 per cent.
Gold declined to 112} and closed at this price, being the same at the close a year ago to-day. The
rates paid for carrying were 3, 4,3}, 5, 6, 7 and 1-32
The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day
per cent
$743,000 in interest and $538,000 in redemption of
bonds. The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank
were $27,477,000.
The customs receipts to-day were
$383,700. On Saturday last $165,000 in coin was shipped at San Francisco tor east. Government were
dull but strong.

rate

The powers are asked to express their opinion upon the proposed means of accomplishing
these ends.
Senator Conover of Florida Wants War.
New York, Jan. 3.—Senator Conover of
Florida, in which state there is a lare number
of Cuban refugees, means to make a speech in
the Senate in favor of granting belligerent
rights to Cuba.
The Note Does not Recommend a Confed-

of their sentence and will
to Thomaston.

21,533,880 34

Wetr

course.

The Jefferson Borden mutineers, Smith and
Millen, accepted the President’s commutation

36

1 Boston & Maine Railroad.....10C£
25 Eastern Railroad. 94
335 .do. 9

CUBA.

_

Milwaukee, January 3.—Flour is quiet and
Wheat is weak; No 1 Milwaukee Spring
05; hard do 1 It; No 2 Milwaukee 98|c; seller for
1
February at 00$; seller March at 1 01}; No 3 Milwaukee 82$c. Corn is steady and in lair demand:
No 2 at 40c. Oats are steady aud in fair demand and
lower; No 2 at 31c. Barley is in good demand and
lower; No 2 Spring cash and seller January at 94c,
seller February 95c; No 3 at 50c.
Rye si nominally
lower; Not at 67$c. Provslons are quiet but firm.
Mess Pork held firmly at 19 00 for prime.
Lard at
Sweet Pickled Hams at 10$ @ 11c.
12 20 @ 12 25.
Dry salten shoulders at 6$c oese; middles at 8} @ 10}
boxed. Dressed Hogs are firmer at 7 80.
Receipts—7.000 bbls flour, 106,000 ousn wheat, 0,000 corn, 00,000 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush

At Rio Janeiro Nov 23. barque Shawmut, Connor,
unc; brig Rocky Glen, Higgins, to load for NYork;
P M Tinker, Bernard, unc.
Ar at St Jchn NB, 1st insi, eck Adelaide, Tower,
Portland. \
Cld 31st, sch John Boynton, Cook, Calais.
Sid 1st, sch Tkos N Stone, lor Santa Cruz.

1

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 3.]

The Mukslnoce of the American Note.
London, Jan. 3.—The Manchester Guardian’s
London correspondent writes as follows on the
subject of Spain, Cuba and the United States:
I have been furnished with what purports to
be the substance of America’s Cuban note. I
believe it is correct, though I do not pretend to
give the exact language.
It recites that the general interests of humanity and commerce demand the cessation of
the struggle which has been waged in Cuba for
seven years.
^he United States are great sufferers, but are
unwill'mg to act without the concurrence of
other powers, including Spaiu.
The continuation of the attempt to govern
Cuba from Madrid will be fatal to the hopes of
the restoration of peace. Nevertheless, Cuba
belongs to Spam, and a great share of the population is opposed to separation. In these circumstances the solution of the question might
be found in estaolisbing a confederation in the
Westlrdies resembling the Canadian. Cuba
and Porto Rico might be constituted a confederation with a local independent right, and a
Governor General appointed by Spain. The
powers are asked to join the United States in
proposing such a confederation and aiding Cuba
to establish the abolition of slavery. It would,
however, be a necessary condition that such
pressure must be brought as would make the
insurgents cease warfare. This would be difficult, but it could be accomplished.
Secretary Fish is emphatic iu denying that
the United States desire the acquisition of
Cuba. They only wish peace restored, slavery
abolished and commerce allowed to resume its

The new press law has been promulgated.
Several prominent journals which were suppressed or forbidden to be sold in the streets,
have consequently resumed publication.
The Catholics of Germany are to celebrate
Archbishop Ledocbowski’s release from imprisonment, which takes place in February.
The whereabouts of the Archbishop of Cologne
are still a secret.
Disturbances have broken out among strikers
in some of the Belgium mining districts.
Negotiations between the Vatican and Spain
in relation to the Concordat have been suspended till after the elections to the Cortes.
Turkey has asked tbe Pope to use his influence with the Catholics in Herzegovina for
Cardinal Franchi has been instructed
peace.
to investigate affairs there, and nothing will be
doue till the report of the Catholic prelate is
received.
The report of a seiiousdisagreement between
the Khedive and Mr. Cave, the British special
commissioner to Ejypt, is reported.
Queen Isabella’s health causes anxiety.
Due de Broglie will be a candidate for the
Senate.
A Vienna despatch to the London Standard
reports that the Arch Duke Rudolpbe will be
crowned King of Hungary in July.
M. Buffet has written a letter, in which he
says tbe government deems it their duty to
take up Marshal Caronbert as a candidate for
the Senate because of bis patriotic conduct in
declining any nomination which might be hostile to President MacMahon. The letter occasions some dissatisfaction, as open to tbe construction of designating Caronbert as MacMabon’g successor.

00
36
70

Roston Slock Jlai-kct

--.

@ 19 20 cash; 19 40
higher at 12 30 bid

....

TREASURY.

1876.
1st, 1875

lower. Pork firmer at 19 17$
@ 19 42} seller February. Lard
cash; @ 12 45 seller January.

35,175,000 00
44,147,072 47
31,198,300 00

Coin Certificates.

TOTAL

call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat

higher at 96$c seller January; 97}<* seller February. Corn firmer 44 <ul 44$ sellerfor February. Oats

00
90

Principal.$1,688,000,150
Interest.
38,174,931

Casualties,
Charles L. Hubbard, a prominent citizen and
tax collector of Bellows Falls, Vt., committed
suicide by hanging himself in his barn in Saxton’s River village, Sunday. Financial embarrassments probably the cause.
Wm. L. Foster of Brewster, Mass., hung
himself Sunday evening.
James Herring, five years old, was drowned
at Haverhill Sunday.
James S. Lyons, John McManus and Byron
H. Westcoff, partners of Joseph Bork, the absconding city treasurer of Buffalo, have been
arrested on a charge of misappropriating funds
paid them for the payment of taxes.
T. S. DeKay, a prominent business man of
Vernon, N. J has absconded, leaving debts to
the amount of $25,000.
Geo. P. Small of Cambridge, fell from a
train last night aDd fractured his skull.
He
will die.
O. H. Homan,a braaeman on the Old Colony
road, was run over and killed at Neponset yesCrime* and

his favor.

Dockray

Gov. Allen of Oh o, sent bis message

The Bridgton Representative Con-

troversy.

that

general assembly yesterday.
Gov. Ludiogton of Wisconsin

just received the photograph of the St. Albans
hoy, aid is certainly not that of Charlie Koss.

MARINE

reported

Spain has not away aud managed to borrow
money of Oushiug before doing so.
The report from Texas that several huudred
Comatiches were ou (he war path is prouounctd false by Indian agent Harworth.
Ex-Gov. Carpenter of Iowa, has accepted the
vacant seco d comptrollersbip of the treasury.

On the
was

So. 227 MIDDLE ST.,

Post Office.

dec21

Have just received

dtf

a

large assortment

cl

I

w3w52

WATERMAN, Judge.

copy of the original Order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.

Mortgagee's
virtue

Sale

ot Real

Estate.

of a

power of sale contained in and ot
BY the provisions
ol certain mortgage deed given
a

How often do we hear people
say, “My head is thick and I cannot think.” Don’t you know what
is the trouble ? You have Catarrh.
It has just commenced to take
possession of your body.
Now, if
you are wise yon will take a few
pinches of the

GERMAN SNUFF
and rid your nose and head of 1 hat
which in time will kill you.
Do
you doubt it? Well suffer away.
Use up three or four handkerchiefs
a day.
Go aronnd a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and

DEPRESSION

OF

SPIRITS,

GERMAN SNUFF.
Price 35 cents.
If you

gists.

send 50 cents

are

For sale by nil drugremote from tbe city

11$ Commercial
I

dec7___deodsnGm

&

GAGE,

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,
Have Removed
Office in
to
lion.
Thomas’ Mew Block,

W. W.

furnish all
at the

parties

in want of Coal
fore purchasing

S.

II.

<lec30

Why
A

_snd&w3m
let aches
is sure

cure

and pains your temper spoil?

S.—II. *1, RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all his old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf
P.

~

CUT GLASS
FOB

DOORS, WINDOWS,

Magic Oil !

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Rheumatism,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Neuralgia,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sprains,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Bruises,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Colic,
KENN E’S MAGIC OIL cures Cholera Morbus,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Coughs,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
and is soldby all dealers in Medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

J. W. PERKINS* & CO.,
auU

General Agents, Portland, He.
nov!7eod&w3m

SHIP’S

CABINS, &c., Ac.
undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work it
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and table ware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had or. application by mail.
My term* are as low as can be obtained
in the country.

THE

C. II. FARLEY
4

SHAW L S

ap99

Fine Camel’s Hair Styles, Cashmere ami

do.

New

and

Square Cashmere do. Woolen

and Square Shawls, Piaid,
Plain and Borders. Black Thibet
Long and Square Shawls. Heavy
Square Woolen do.

W oolens 2
Beavers, Chinchillas, Cloakings,
Cloths, Cassimeres, Repellants.
Ladies’ Cloths in Plaids, Plain and
Mixed, Blankets, White and Colors, Cheap, Black Cashmeres and
Brilliantines. Black Silks, the
best makes, Thibets.

DRESS

A Full Assortment.

Flannels, Twilled, Striped
and Checked Flannels.

dtf

Domestic and Linen Goods

99.40

OVERS,

WOMEN’S INT. SANDALS,
MISSES’ INT. SANDALS,
CHILDREN'S INT. SANOALS,
MEN'S BUCKLE ARCTIC’S,
—

AT

9.93
1-73
1.40
1.90
93
60
37
30
9S
1.93

—

Hall’s Rubber

Store,

Every Variety.

J. R. COREY & CO.
dec21_d&w3wis

H. M. Payson& CO.,
DEALERS IN

Government Bonds,
State and City Securities,

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

BANK STOCK, Ac.,

J.

N.

McCOY & co.,
Spring Si., Portland',

9N
ROOFERS AND

jy2*

PAINTERS
du

FOR

FARM

SALE.

in Freeport
the road leading from
SITUATED
Freeport Corner to South Freeport, and known
the
on

Weston Farm. It contains about 80 acres ot
land, wood and timber and arable land under a good
state of cultivation, and well watered.
A good orchard and fences in good repair. The buildings arc
new and in good condition.
The house is a story ami
a halt with an ell, ami finished throughout.
There
is a good chance for brick making near a w harf.
Also one half in common of about two acres of
land with buildings and a wharf. This property will
be sold at a bargain.

WESTON,

Administrator of estate of
JAMES WESTON,
P. O. Address, Box 331, Gardiner, Me.
wtf40

Cheapest Book Store in the World
110 EXCHANGE STREET.
(00,000 Book, without regard to coat.
Rood Clock., Watch™ and Jewelry
cheap.

Repairing

and

Clcaniug

well

done and

Warranted.
»g5tf

Publisher, and

Stock of
FOR

SONS,
Baokaeller..

Millinery
JSALF.
No.

Stock of Millinery in store
563 Congres
of the Itest for the busines
THE
street. Location
in
and terms
one

The best and cheapest ttnow /k Daria Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roots, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon

applied by

VALUABLE

ALBERT COLBY'S

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
OC’Hdtf

or

wtd4t>

STEPHEN

In
MEN’S RUBBER BOOTS,
BOVS’RUBBER BOOTS,
VOUTHS’ RUBBER BOOTS,
WOMEN’S RUBBER BOOTS,
MISSES' RUBBER BOOTS.
CHILD’S RUBBER BOOTS,

GOODS!

by Job K. Duran, of Portland. Cumberland County,
State of Maine, to George L. Wescott, ot said Portland. dated 11th October, 1869, recorded in the regisof deeds for said county, book 369, page 58, which
try
said mortgage was
duly assigned to me, Ira P. Farliugton, the 28th October, 1875, by assignment recorded in said registry, book 422, page 430, will bo
sold, for breach of the conditions of said mortgage,
at public auction, on the
premises hereinafter described. onthetwenty-eighthdayuf February next, at
3 o’clock in the afternoon, a certain lot of land, with
all the improvements that may be thereon, situated
in said Portland on the northwesterly side of Lincoln street, and bounded as follows;
Commencing
on the northerly corner of Lincoln and Elm
street,
thence running about northwesterly by the northeasterly side of Elm street, twenty feet and seven
inches, to the centre of the partition wall between tha
block of two houses numbered thirty-one and thirtvtbree (31 and 33) Elm street, thence through the centre of the partition wall of said block, about northseventy-five feet, to land now or formerly
easterly.
owned by Charles Q. Clapp, thence
southeasterly, by
the line of satd Clapp’s land, twenty feet and seven
inches, to a stake on tho northwesterly side line of
Lincoln street, thence southwesterly, by the side line
of Lincoln street, seventy-five test, to the bounds
begun at. Said lot has, since said mortgage was given
been mortgaged by said Duran to Nathau Hill ot
Rollitisford, State of New Hampshire, and the tight
to redeem is now owned, or supposed to be owned by
George E. Davis, ot said Portland.
Terms cash.
1. P. FARRINGTON.

as

Shaker

Look at these Prices.

Paisley Long and Square
designs in Striped, Long

Long

Exchange Street, Portland

by using

Rcnne’s

will do well to call beelsewhere.

H. SARGENT.

33.

MEN’S RUBBER

311-2 EXCHANGE ST, COR OF MILK.
c. STROUT.
w. GAGE.

St.,

those in want of Coal

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All

DOOIJT.

26 Xremoni Street. Kostou.

STROUT

prepared to

am

the agent aud receive a
box by return mail. General Agents for

Druggists,

_COAL

RICH & JUDKINS,

to

the United Stales, N.HIT1I,
TI.K A N.U1TII, Wholesale

! !

Having bought out the Stock and Stand of

a

yourself and a nuisance
to all who come in contact with
yon, if you must be so obstinate as
to not purchase one box of
curse to

COAL !

32

Exchange Street.

my27eodtf

To Let.

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Dan for tli Street.

Apply at N
iuy24Uistt

Portland.
above

For

particulars

inquire

a

ieciHdtf

Wholesale and Retail cheaper
than can be bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposite

SIaEIGHM.—At

Depot.
uov3

WHITMAN LESLIE.
Utl

TUESDAY MORMNU, .IAN.

Regular

187C

i.

MECHANICS’ COURSE.

CITY AFFAIRS.

press.

tt-tt:

Monthly Meeting

ol

City

the

Council.

PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholu
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.

Lecture by E. H. El well, Esq
versation.

on

Con-

THE

At
At
At
At
At

Biddelord,

of

The regular monthly meeting of the
Council was held last evening.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Phillsbury,

Mayor Richardson in the chair, Aldermen
Gerrisb, Littlefield, Btunel, Gage, Fox and
Waterhouse present.
Petitions Presented and Referred—Of Charles

Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of »J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

CITY

Rich to erect a wooden block on Avon street:
of J. S. Crockett for damages for an error
made in giving him the line of Pearl street; of
Thomas Martin for damages for land taken for
street on Peak’s Island; of Charles Dean et als
for an oil lamp on Weymouth street; of John
L. Shaw for an abatement of license on the
Museum.
Orders Passed Ordered that the City Treasurer pay to the Treasurer of the Widow’s
Wood Society the sum of $240, being the interest of the Clapp Fund; that the committee on
drains and sewers be, and they are hereby authorized to adjust such eewer assessments to
which exceptions or appeals have been made,
as
they may deem just and proper, after a
hearing of the parties interested; that Danforth street bo renumbered, the order to take
effect on March 1st; that the Mayor be requested to attend the annual meeting of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad.
The ordinance in relation to transportation
of dead bodies through the city, and for the
proper burial of children over eight years, was
passed to be ordained.
The bond of W. S. Dana as inspector of fish
was read and approved.
A communication from Elipbaiet Clark and

AND VICINITY
Advertisement* To-Day.

Kf'v

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fir3t Annual Ball—Lancaster Hall.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
P. O. S. of A.—Stated Meeting.
All Members—Montgomery Guard.
Portland Pythian Relief Association.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Two Grand Successes—Oliver Ditson & Co.
Wanted—A Good Man.
Lost Dec. 28th— Gold Thimble.
N. & Co.—Hamburgs.
Buy The Best—E. S. Merrill.
Hamburg Edgings-H. Talbot & Co.
Cow for Sale—W. W. Brown.
Lotta A. Darling—Magnetic Physician.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Co.
Board of Trade—Annual Meeting.
Removal—H. H. Ricker & Co.
Emery S. liidlon—Attorney & Counsellor at Law
J. H. Fop;- Counsellor at Law.
Report—Casco National Bank.

PORTLAND POST
C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK'

OFFICE.

Postmaster
ASSISTANT-PoSTMASTEIi

als. gave notice that the Homoeopaths of the
are to apply to the next Legislature for an
act of incorpjration, to allow them to establish
a “General Homoeopathic Hospital” in this

city

Office Hour*.
From 8.00

a m

Sundays open
from 9 to 10 a m.

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
for Carriers and General Delivery

city.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure ol Mails*
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.2C
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and

The resignation of Fred Fox as School Agent
was received and laid on the table.

Communications were received from the Mechanic Blues and Light Infantry askiag aid
from the city to enable them to complete their
equipments. The matter was referred to a
committee consisting of Aldermen Fox, Littlefield aud Brunei.
Messrs. Murgatroid and Gerrard were granted permission to maintain a steam boiler at
No. 234 Fore street.
The assessments on the sewers as heretofore

9.00 p. in.
Boston and

the West. Arrive at 5.00 p in.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Soutnern and Western. Arrive at 1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan, intermediate offices and tbc north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowbegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.15 a
m. Close at C.30 a. m.
I^wiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. in. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. in.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
»•

auu

*.-xu

ji.w

j>>

ui.

viuso

at

3.30 p m.
North Conway anti other offices
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p
а. m.

and 2.10 p

б. 50

< .ov

on

a

iu,

published were ordered to be certified to the
City Treasurer.
Two insane persons were sent

a m.

3p

State

COMMON

COUNCIL.

Papers

from the upper board received concurrent action. Councilman Cushman presented an order, that the City Auditor make up the

cuiu

& O. It
Close at 7.45
m.

the

Adjourned.

the P.

m.

at

to

IUUI,

pay roll of the late

m.

By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive

City

Close at

George

T.

Ingraham

for the

past quarter; also that the City Treasurer pay
his widow the sum of $200 in lieu of his salary

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Maehias, via each steamer.

to the end of the fiscal year.

The order

was

passed.
Adjourned.

Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arriv©
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.20 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m.

IN CONVENTION.

Both Boards went into

elected Thomas A

joint convention

Bowen constable.

and
The

convention then dissolved.

Election of Offickks.—The several engine
companies held their annual meetings last evening and elected the following officers: Mach,
igoune steamer No. 1.—B. S. Band, foreman ; J. Ilisley, clerk; J. Knight, steward.
Portland steamer No. 2.—E. H. Sargent,
foreman; S. I. Fowler, clerk; J. F. Blake,

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.

steward.
Cumberland steamer No. 3.—B. N, Ball,
foreman; William Wardell, clerk; Howard D.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hally No. 95 Exchange Street.

Waldron,

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

steward.
Falmouth steamer No. 4.—C. H. Leighton,
foreman; A. F. Griffin, clerk; B. D. Page,

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.

steward.
Casco steamer No. 3.— Eobert H.

YORK RITES.

Wednesday.

Murphy,
foreman; W. Hennessey, clerk; Samuel H.
Gammon, steward.
Washington Hook and Lidder, No. 1.—B. L.
Sawyer, foreman; W. B. Gribben, clerk; T. S.
Oliver, Bteward,
Eagle Hook aud Lidder, No. 2.—W. B.
Brookings, foreman, O. F. Pettengill, clerk; J.

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.

H. N. Bind, steward.

The Calico Ball —Full preparations are
for the great social event of the season,
the Calico Ball, which comes off Wednesday
evening at City Hall. There is a good demand
for tickets, and every prospect of a most bril-

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, firs

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

making

cond Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de II., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

liant affair. For several years the Calico Bill
has been an institution of the city, and, founded as it is on

A Odd Fellows’ Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient

Brotheis,

on

Thursday evenings; Ligonia,

on

Friday

veilings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., ol
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Satuiuays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the

elegant description, and it will fully
high prestige of previous years.

Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
City,

100

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
7Jr o’clock.
Portland Typographical! Union, No. 75.—
Second Saturday in each month.

5 and 7

o

Union- Corner
Tuesday in each

Casco streets.

Friday evening shot was f red into the counting room of the Portland Bolling mills, on
Fore street and narrowly escaped Mr. Jackson,
a

Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ ol Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

the treasurer, who was at the desk at the time.
It Is not known whether the shot was fired ac-

cidently
the

Ltw Decisions.
The following law decisions have been announced

recently:
vs.

Paul vs. Patterson. New trial granted.
Austin vs. Dunham. Exceptions overruled.

Foster.

Exceptions overruled.

Waldo
claim-

FOX.

man

English,

Norwegians,

17

29

yesterday

firemen on

the

for the assault.

Bank Dividends—The banks have declared their semi-annual dividends as follows:
Name.
Percent.
Capital. Amount.
First National.5
$ 800,000 $40,000
Casco National.'5
40,000
800,000
Canjl National.000,000
30.000
Cumberland National.. ..01
15,625
250,000
Merchants’ Nalional.rj
300,000
16,000
National Traders’.
15,000
300,000

Portland Cadets.—The Portland Cadets
held their annual meeting last evening,at which
the
!

engine companies had their an
oyster supper last evening at the close o

the election of officers.
The VVabm Weather.—The weather yes
terday was warm and bright. At three o’cloc

3
in the afternoon the thermometer indicated 40
above. It is feared that the warm weathe r
will be very injurious to the trees and sbrabi
Many of them have budded, and should tlier
be a sudden change-in the weather, many t £

j

them',would be killed.

59

_$3,050,000 $162,625

The several
nual

Scotians,

tho
steamer Sardinia, had some trouble with the
store keeper, and it is alleged that the fireman
assaulted him seriously.
Deputy Marshal
Bridges and officer Blethen arrested the fire-

preparing to cel
at
a grand ball
at thi

city.

Company into the dock.
Sunday morning one of

are

trip

me

Police Notes.—Officer Lawton arrested a
small boy yesterday who, having nothing else
to dc, thiew a shovel belonging to the Portland

next month.
ebrate their anniversary with
City Hall the 1st of February.
The East Leering omnibus made a
close of the Museum last evening.
The Grand Jury sit to-day.

in

Irish, 13 French, 12 Canadians, 4 Germans.
Of the whole number 155 had no occupation.

1

When eye and ear. and intellect and speech,
are all engaged in receiving and impartiDgthat
which interests and delights the whole beiDg
is pleasurably excited. Does not conversation
meet these conditions, and is it not the most
refined species of ieereation,the most sparkling
source of merriment, the most natural method
of acquiring knowledge. You love the pleasure
of good fellowship, the delight of hearing some

good thing, of listening to a brilliant repartee
or apt anecdote, and the enjoyment of exercising your own wit in defending your own
Why then is conversation

following officers

were

elected:

Prest.,

Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.; Captain,N. D. Winslow;
1st Lieut., G. W. York; 2d Lieut,, J. D. Osgood: Treas., A. Marwick, Jr.; Sec., F. D.
Mosely; Q. M., J. W. Judge; Armorer, T. L.
Pratt; Ex. Com., Capt. Winslow (chairman),
Marwick, Judge, Thompson, Y’ork.
Amusements.—This evening the Jubilee
Singers appear at City Hall. They are a company of colored singers from the Southern
states, and their singing is very highly spoken
of wherever they have appeared,
The Sheridan & Mack combination appear at
Music Hall tomorrow evening in
gramme.

a

variety pro-

little cultivated?

so

Three causes were mentioned as among those
occasioning the dearth of conversational powers among
us—the spirit of repression and
ascetisism which prevailed among our Puritan
ancestors, which found expression in the
household axiom, “Let your victuals stop your
mouth;” the universal revolution of books and
newspapers; and the neglect of the cultivation
of leisure.
Yet two institutions, which may perhaps be
said to be spontaneous, have preserved for us
in New England the faculty of speech. These
are the country store and the sewing circle.
The first was described not only as the centre of trade, but of amusement, of local news,
of gossip and of high debate. Away back in
the country where there are no amusements
at all, save an occasional funeral, life would
utterly stagnate, and the powers of speech be
lost, were it not for occasional visits to the
country store. A picture was drawn of the
V11VIV
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and of the political discussions which go on,
when figures are brought to prove that molasses is ten cents more per gallon under
Republican rule than it was when the Democrats
were in power, and it was shown that even
this rude farm conversation is a power in
breaking the dull monotony of country life,
in affording amusement and relaxation te overtasked men, in diffusing intelligence and keeping up an interest in public affairs.
Of the rival institution, the sewing circle, it
became the lecturer to speatc with delicacy
and modesty, lest he encounter a “pull-back,”
in the use of which the sex of late have shown
themselves so great proficients, If the lives
of men in the country are bald and dry, what
shall be said of those of the women?
Compelled to a round of ceaseless toil, in cheerless
back rooms, with neighbors few and far between, their opportunities for social intercourse
are rare and are prized accordingly.
But women must talk though they may not be idle.
It weuld be considered a marvelous waste of
time for them to come together with no other
purpose than to indulge in the amusement of
conversation. Hence comes the sewing circle
as a disguise for the talking match.
Fortunately for the convenient fiction the meeting house
is always in want of a a new carpet or a coat
of paint, and woman’s helpful hands are as
ready as her tongue. As the butcher said in
regard to sarsengers—'“Idees have got afloat in
the public mind concerning sewing circles.”
There is a suspicion of gossip attached to
them, and the masculine mind affects to
regard them with feelings of
contempt.
But
what
would
have?
Shall
you
the country store
indulge in its coarse
and
the
joke,
sewing circle be denied its little
spice of gossip? Besides I have been led to
suspect that the sewing circle has been slandered in this regard, and that the feminine
mind when it unbends itself is not insensible
to the charms of genial humor or racy anecdote. This was illustrated by an amusing anecdote in the speaker’s own experience, which
he took as proof that the sewing circle, however amenable it may be to the charge of gossip, is not without capabilities of a higher culture. This led to the discussion of the conversational powers of women, the lecturer holding
that women talk in society, on the whole,
quite as well as men, and expressing the opinion that no circle of conversers can be complete without the presence of both sexes. To
the objection that men and women cannot
meet on an equality in conversation, because
the talk will inevitably degenerate into compliments on the part of the gentlemen, and the
best talk comes only when men get beyond the
region of compliments, the lecturer replied that
this is a matter of education, that men have
got to learn to respect the female intellect, and
that when they do this, and raise themselves
to the level of fair play in this matter, they

will

ml

llO

urnttian

the best of them.

onn

ninn

nnd

*,il,,.
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V.

Men do not always deal in

compliments in their intercourse with women,
and when they lay them aside they find themselves at a disadvantage. They do well to
stick to compliments; it is their best hold. They

have women on the weak side there, and are
not themselves exposed to any trial of strength.
When they come out of their covert of flowers
they do not always fare so well. Men, for instance, do not usually compliment their wives
in their private intercourse with them, and
such a thing has been heard of as their coming
out second best in the marital discussions
which go on at times in the best regulated
families. If husbands would get together and
honestly exchange experiences, the conclusion
arrived at, on the whole, I think, would bo
that women can can hold their own pretty well
in a nip-and-tuck conversational bout.
The influence of wine as a mental stimulus
was discussed; the theme was illustrated
by the
witty sayings of brilliant conversers in our own
and other lands, and the importance of cultivating our colloquial powers was urged as a
a means of giving expression and weight to our

opinions.

Zcll’a Encyclopedia.
Zell’s Encyclopedia has always been among
the most popular of the works of its kind because it combines in one,clycopedia, dictioiary
and gazetteer, and this, too Jwithout any sacrifice of essential infor nation. By a peculiar arrangement of type and page 150,000 articles,
all prepared with great
are
comcare,

prised within two volumes of 2G00 pages, embellished with nearly 3000 illustrations and
eighteen excellent maps. In these days an encyclopedia is as indispensable as a dictionary.
We are daily confronted with facts and rumors from ever? quarter of
the globe upon almost every conceivable subject, and the need of
a work of reference is felt as often as we take
up the newspaper. We have no time, either,
to consult a score of volumes, but desire to
have a work in which every point of information can be instantly found.
A volume that
combines in itself a gazetteer, a geography, a

biographical and mythological dietionary, a
history, a classical ecclesiastical and art dictionary, and a manual of natural history and
sciences, is the volume which will at once
commend itself to most of us.
Zell’s work
meets these requirements. To collect a library of reference books is an undertaking of
the

library

In

in

two
point of

Zell

we

volumes.
human

are

offered

Every
knowledge

a

con-

is
thoroughly yet concisely treated, the articles
being prepared by the most able authors, each
specially qualified lor his particular work, the
whole being superintended and edited by Dr.
Colange. The immense amount of information is not hastily thrown together, but is accurate and well-digested. While many articles are quite long and elaborate the majority
their value to the circumstance that in
their condensed form they rarely omit any important particular, and never any newly-discovered fact. The work, too, is offered at a

owe

price
dias.

official,
pleased to see that the city government have shown their appreciation ol his
long and faithful service, and who could do the
I am

duties of the office belter at his age?
He was the son of one of the old town’s most
public spirited and liberal citizens, Joseph H.
who came from old York in 1768,
then 16 years of age, and served his time with
John Butler, a silversmith, whose reason after-

Ingraham,

wards became unseated from repeated misfortunes, and for years before his death (in 1827
at the age of 95) he walked harmlessly about
the streets, and to the younger people of the
time he was known as “Crazy Butler.”
Mr. iDgraham had commenced business previous to Mowatt’s bombardment, and his losg
in the conflagration is set down at 400 pounds.
He was the first to commence the rebuilding.
He married a daughter of Deacon James

Milk, and came into possession of that part of
the deacon’s estate through which, in 1805, he
opened

views.

ceivable

The non-immigrants, 385 Nova Scotians, 34 Scotch, 133 English, 4 Welsh, 24

very large.
A number of local fares on the Maine Central
road have been reduced.
The fine Pekin ducks which we spoke of yesterday have been sold, land consequently Mr,
Patterson will not be able to exhibit them at

before the Fraternity Club and
comprised the substance of the discussion
which followed its reading, with some comments on the views then advanced.
At the outset the question was asked, what
is that exercise of our powers which co nfers
the purest and most lasting pleasure?
Logically it would arise from the employment, not
of one only, but of all our highest faculties.

in the United States Hotel. It is a center table
with four glasses for as many barbers. Above
all is a beautiful carved eagle. The whole is
made of black walnut and is a fine piece of
workmanship. This shop has recently been
newly fitted up with new furniture, and now
has hot and cold water. The proprietor, Mr.
Snow, is well known as one of the best work-

Irish.

was

P.,

Union

paperjread

great expense.

Nova

coming, O-ho, O-ho.”
The cross walks are becoming quite decent.
The morning train over tide Rochester road

IC. of

maker on

males and tilT females. Of this number
957 were not immigrants, or 447 males and 510
numbered
females.
The immigrants
190

ions are

Munjoy Lodge,

cabinet

(K)5

Brief .lolling*
New rendering of an old soag—”Xbe Cam-

the coming poultry exhibition.
It was Michael, not James Powers, who wai
arrested for making a disturbance at tho Aller
Mission Sunday evening. Mr. James Powers
isn’t that kind of a man.
Mr. Wm, McAleney has just completed s
fine gold mounted harness which he is to pre
sent to thejCatholio Fair, which is to bs beh

known

Johnson,

Passenger Statement.—During the past
quarter 1252 passengers arrived at this port,

Monday.—At the coming in of the court the Arm
of Norris, Hail & Co. asked that the claim of John
E. Donnell be disallowed. This case has been up before but was not finished, and as the parties were not
all ready the further hearing in the case was continued.
The
The Bank of Portland case was called.
assignee asked that the claim of Mr. Clement be disallowed. As Mr. Clement’s attorney was not ready
to proceed the case was adjourned.

yesterday

well

Theodore

of a

street, has just completed an elegant piece of
furniture for the barber shop of M. N. Snow

men

II. IS. Uiatrict t'ourt.
BEFORE JUDGE

not.

or

Improvements.—Mr.

Friday evening.

vs.

a

More Shooting.—It is very evident that if
matters continue ns they have for the past
week the papers will be called upon to chronicle a terrible shooting affair.
Last week we
reported three cases where firearms had been
used recklessly, and now we learn that one
case escaped our notice.
It seems that early

Every evening.
Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and

Freedom vs. County Commissioners of
County. Writ granted.
Blackwell
State vs. Intoxicating liquors.
ant. Exceptions overruled.

by

The
known as the “Whitney &
organs
Holmes” have an organ in their turn, a neatly
printed and gotten up journal.

every
cor. Brown and

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
Standisb. Plaintiff non suit.

over

open his showcase manufactory at
No. VJt, Market Square.
Mr. Harvey Whitney, formerly of this city,
is now settled in Quincy, Illinois, where he has
established a flourishing organ manufactory.

Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6,7 to 9, day aud evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353i Congress street.

Lewis

run

once more

Society.—Meetings

Monday evening, Brown’s Block,
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.

the

Personal.

9.

Literary

in

Saturday afternoon,
candy manufactory ot

hand

Mr. M. N. Bruns, who has been unable to
attend to his business for the past six months
owing to illness, has sufficiently recovered to

Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
Payson

engaged

one

ou

passing team. The little
fellow was taken into Perry’s hat store, and a
physician called, who considered this injuries
severe but not dangerous.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.

o

while

was

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.

Portland Army and Navy
Congress and Brown streets. First
month.

burned

dren were stepping from a horse car in front of
the Falmouth Hotel, one of the children, a
small boy, stepped to one side of the car and

1, every Wednesday

No.

verely

the firm. He was quite comfortable yesterday.
Last evening as a lady and one or two chil-

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

month.
Temple—Forest
evening.

sustain its

Accidents—A young man named Charles
Carter, in the employ o£ C. D. Stevens, was se-

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

Templars* Hall, No.

a

accompaniments of the ball i'ill be of the most

month.

At

deserving mission,

has met an
ever increasing support
It is needless to say
that, despite the unpretentious nature of its
title, everything in the way of music and other

I. O. O. F.

The regular lecture in the Mechanics’ course
was delivered last evening by E. II. Elwell,
Esq., of the Transcript. The lecture was carefully prepared and proved very interesting to
the large audience present.
The subject of
the lecture was “Conversation.”
It grew out

George T. Ingraham and His Ancestors.
Mr. Editor:
Your paper of Saturday brought the unexpected announcement of the death of the worthy city messenger, Mr. George T. Ingraham.
I knew that he was severely hurt by a fall last
summer, and did not rally after the injury. Xo
citizen was better known, and few more respected. Some sketch of his parentage and
life-long residence in the city of his birth, I
readthink
will
be expected by your
ers.
Although he was comparatively a humble

much below that of the large cyclopeIts numerous illustrations and maps

afford all the assistance necessary to the elucidation of the text.
A new and revised edition is now being gotten out. Ever since the first issue of the work
it has been carefully scanued by the original
editors and others, with the purpose to remove
any errors, and to add every newly-discoverod
fact. The new edition is Issued in 04 weekly
parts of 40 pages, at 50 cents a number,
giving the work complete in a little over a
year. The general agent for the Eastern States
is Horace King of Thompsonville, Connecticut, on application to whom a specimen part
with map will be sent for twenty cents. The
agent in this city is N. B. Medbury, whose
office is at room 2, No. G5 Exchange street.
Four numbers of the work have already been
issued.
__

India Street Entertainment.—At the
India street vestry a very pleasing entertainment was given last evening to a large audience, consisting of readings by H. W. Bryant,
Esq,, followed by the comedy “Meg’s Diverthe C. T. and T. C. Club.
Although
the club labored under some disadvantages the
piece was presented in a very fine manner. The

sion,” by

club will appear in Music Hall on the
lilth of this month, with the tragedy of “Robert
same

the lower part of Market street. In
1777 he built a two story building for a house
and shop on the north side of Fore street, a few
rods east of Exchange street. This was the firstbuilding erected after the burning. In 1783
Mrs. Ingraham died, leaving one child, a son,

James Milk.

The mother of him whose death
calls for this sketch, was a grand daughter of
George Tate, who came from London to
Stroudwater as “mart agent” to succeed Col.
Westbrook, who died iu 1744. Tale’s house is

standing, unaltered,

at Stroudwater, and
is the be3t sample of an old-time residence in
this vicinity. The widow of Mr. Tate, who,
with her son William, lived iu this house, was
accidentally killed in 1770 by a gun set for
now

thieves.

Mr. Tate, the father, sailed in the
first Russian frigate which was built by Peter
the Great, and his son George, born in London
in 1745, entered the Russian service and obtained the rank of admiral under Alexander
First. He received repeated honors from Rus.
sian sovereigns for gallantry. He often visited

Portland and always kept

correspondence
He died in London in
a

with his relatives here.
1821.
George Tate senior, had another son,
Samuel, born in London, who commanded one
of the mast ships sailing between Falmouth
and the dock yards of England. He brought
his family to Falmouth and had a daughter born
here in 17G7. Her mother died while this
daughter was an infant, and her godmother, |Madam

Ross, took her into her own family. On the
breaking eut of the revolution, Capt. Tate, who
was very deeided in his allegiance to the
crown,
took his daughter, then seven years
old, to
and
lived at Newington, a suburb of
London,
London, on the Surrey side of the Thames. On
the opposite side of the street lived Doctor
Johnson, who became attached to the little
motherless girl from her quiet manner and

loneliness.

Capt.

Tate remained in the metropolis until
the close of the war.
When the daughter,
whose name was Elizabeth for Madam
was

twenty years old,

Ross,

he

(Capt.) brought

back to Portland.
She had
advantages of London society

her

received all the
and schools, and

was an

accomplished lady.
In 1789 Joseph H, Ingraham, then
37, had
been a widower five years, was thrifty and respected. Mis3 Tate was a refined lady of 22.
They were married and occupied the Fore
Street House.
Here, and of these parents, on
the 13th of Sept. 1795, George Tate
Ingraham
was born.
Mrs. ^Ingraham became the mother
of eleven children—one of the seven sons and
two of the four daughters remain in Portland.
In 1792 Mr.Ingraham built three one
story wood
en stores
opposite his house, and the next year
he began “Ingraham’s”
wharf.

(Commercial)

These buildings were removed in 1828. In 1801
Mr. Ingraham purchased a
large lotof land and
opened State street through it, 100 feet wide,
and presented the street, free of land
damage’
to the town, and the same
year he built the yet
fine residence near the foot of the
street, which
for several years has been

occupied by Capt.

James M. Churchill. From this time to 180G
was a period of
prosperity. Many expensive
buildings were built, and all branches of business, especially commerce, were successful, but
me embargo was a flight to all
hopes. Mr.

Ingraham, being

the

largest real
town, became embarrassed, as

estate owner
well as most

in
of the merchants.
There is nothing pleasant to contemplate in
the history of the town for the ten
years succeeding. After the war of 3812, business revived and some of the business men retrieved their
fortunes, among whom was Mr. Ingrabam.
His State street house became the
property of
his nephew, Judge Preble, and in
Mr.

1822,
three story house ou Dan-

Ingraham built a
forth street, I think the same one now
occupied
by Hon. Win. W. Thomas. Here he died in
1841, at the age of 89. He had been one of the
selectmen of the town eleven years, and a
representative to the General Court of Massachusetts ten years.
His widow died in 1844
aged 77.
Capt. Tate,

the

father of Mrs. Ingraham,

spent the last years of his life in his daughter’s
He was thoroughly English, mainto the last his loyalty to his
sovereign.
His deceased grandson has related to me cir-

family.
taining

cumstances of his frequent visits with his
grand-children, to the old “mart landing,”
above Clark’s point, where in former years he
had taken in his cargoes of masts for the
royal
navy, saying that he wanted them to dance
with him on British soil, insisting that the

landing

had

been alienated from the
crown of Great.Britaiu.
In the sport he heatily joined, singing some national song, such as
“Buie Britannia.” He died in 1814, aged 78.
In Mr. Willis’s notes on the Tate family, are
several errors. He says that Capt. Samuel
Tate died in London; that his daughter's Mrs.
never

Ingraham’s name was Ann; that the Admiral
grand-son of the elder George; that the
Mrs. Tate accidentally shot at Stroudwater,
was

was

the wife of

William.

All of

which are

mistakes, which are set right in this sketch.
Mr. Ingraham, whose name stands at the
head of this notice, ou coming of
age, kept a
store on “Ingraham’s” wharf. He never bad
robust health.
In the spring of 1844 he was
elected city messenger, and re-elected annuallv
after, except in 18t>0, when Judge Howard was

Mayor; making thirty

years service in one
the City Building was a

office.

His room in
house of call for all having business with the
city officials, and he was a living directory,
ready and willing to impart any information
which he possessed, in a pleasant and gentle-

manly
or

Any imputation of meanness
injustice to the city, or its government, he
manner.

was sure to

resent.

He

chary

of the
his honored father, and even as his grandfather Tate was
of that of the crown of England. Mr.
Ingraham was twice married, the first time to Miss
Leavitt, by whom he had three children. The
second wife, who survives him, was Miss Ruswas

honor of the corporate name,

sell, who has two children.
children l think are living.
Windham, Jan. 3d.

as

as was

All of

the five
W, G.

C. O. D.—A novel and unique application of
the term “C. O. D.” has just come to light. A
member of the Cumberland bar had rendered

sundry

services for a gentleman in misfortune,
for which he had never received compensation.
A large bill was contracted.
The

lawyer

dunned the layman to no purpose.
But last
week the delinquent debtor got into more difficulty and immediately wrote a piteous note to
the lawyer, excusing his delay in payment and
asking that services might be promptly tendered in his present trouble, closing his letter
with “C, O. H.”

The Water Stnpply.
Mr. Editor:—I would like to
inquire,
through vour columns, the reason of the great
falling off in the pressure of Sebago in the west
end of the city. Yesterday morning the pressure at a certain point, where in the summer
the gauge denotes forty pounds, was but seven
pounds, and there has been a pressure of but
about twenty pounds all winter. Surely the
mild weather which Ve have been having recently does not necessitate the running of taps
to prevent freezing, aud there must be some
other reason. I am unable to see why we cannot have as much pressure now as we had in
the warm weather last summer.

Consumes.

Macaire” and “Sarah’s Young Man” the pro-

given to some worthy charitable
They deserve to be well patronized.

up

ceeds to be

object.

Quick Passage.—The now ship Alice D.
Cooper, Capt. John H..Humphrey, built by J.
F. Randall & Co., of this city, made the passage from Norfolk, Va., to Liverpool in fifteen
days, one of the quickest on record. She sailed from this port November 17th, arrived at
Norfolk November 22d; loaded 4050 bales cl
cotton and sailed for

riving

out

age in 45

Liverpool

Dec.

17th,

ar-

Jan, 1, 1870, making the round voy-

days,

Grand Army Lectures.—The next lecture
in the free course given by Bosworth Post, G.
A. R., will be delivered at Grand Army Hall
this evening by Hon. George T. Davis. Subject—“Uncertainties of the Law.” All friends
of the Post are invited to attend.

Correction.— In

business changes yesterday was stated that the firm of Leavitt &
Dailey have sold out. This is incorrect as the
firm never were doing a better business than at
it

present

our

TOE MUSEUM,

STATE

Mr. Arnold’s Rrappearauc.'.

large and fashionable audience gathered
at the Museum last evening to welcome Mr.
James A. Arnold back to Portland. The play
selected for his re-appearance was “Itosedale,”
in which he assumes the part of “Eliot Grey,”
one of his happiest characterizations.
Of the
A

merits of his acting in this role much has been
said in these columns, and it is quite unnecessary to repeat the praise which his strong and
finished impersonation has called forth.
Mr.
Arnold certainly has every reason to he gratified for the very cordial and enthusiastic reception which he met with last evening.
His
first appearance, at the close of the first act,
the signal for general and hearty applause,
which went on gaining in vo'ume and power

was

fully five minutes, seriously impeding

the
It seemed as
proper movement of the play.
though the audience would never be done applauding. After the curtain went down they
gave him two recalls, one being answered by a
repitition of the closing tableau of the act,
the other by his appearance before the curtain,
at which they broke into applause again.
He

evidently laboring under considerable agitation, and in a few broken words returned his
was

thanks for the generou.s reception.
He then
retired, taking two immense bouquets which
had been tossed up to him. At every succeed-

ing appearannee during
was

the

play

the

applause

The other noteworthy events of the evening
the hearty receptions accorded to Miss
Ulmer and Messrs. Snyder and Curtis.
Miss

Ulmer’s first appearance

was

greeted

with

a

hearty round of applause, aud sho retired triumphantly bearing a bouquet which was handed to her from the front. Mr. Snyder was welcomed with several rounds of applause, which
gave evidence that he stood high in the appreciation of his aud'euce. His strong aud effective impersonation of Miles M’Kcuna entitles
him to appreciative recognition.
There were hut few changes in the caste of
the play, and these W6re not' always for the

Better.

Miss Ulmer took
Tf’ Inronoo

nflUh

11

the

aa

leading lady’s

role, “Kosa Leigh.” In this sho was scarcely
successful as when she attempted the
imper-

so

sonation some weeks since, failing to
give the
needful vivacity to the part and acting
apparently under some restraint. Uao missed In the
scene
that
bandaging
graciousness of manner
and deftness of hand proper to it
The re-

help suggesting Itself that in
characters, ‘‘Lady Florence” and
‘■Rosa,” the caste would be benefited by a
transposition. The “Colonel May” of Mr.
the

cannot

two

Sutherland is the best characterization which
that actor has yet given us, and deserves es
The “Sergeant” of Mr?
pecial mention.
Adams is also worthy of commendation.
“Kosedale” will be repeated this evening.
To-morrow, at matinee and evening performances, “The Marble Heart” will be given.
Week of Prayer.
The first discourse in the series of meetings
for the week of prayer in our ci ty, was preached by Kev. W. H. Fenn, yesterday from the
text in Jonah 3: 1, 2—“And the word of the
Lord came unto Jonah the second time, saying

arise, go unto Nineveh that great city, and
preach unto it the preaching that I bid thee.”
The prophesy from which the text is taken is
among the oldest that have come down to us,
and gives us the true idea of the prophetic
office. Prophesy is moral, not penal. Its office

thought to be to bless Israel and curse
the gentiles; but it tells us that God is merciful
and this work shows us that God's threaten-

was once

ings
men

days.

presiding.

-AT
IN

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

not absolute but conditional, and if
will turn from evil God is ready to remit

wants of cities and deals
and in great merev.

them fairly,
He does not permit
severe with cities

His servants
VI

for his

to bo

too

UUU U UUIU1

UJV.U.

serverity

and intolerance.
The book
shows that all the power of goodness lies in
self-forgetfulness, self-sacrifice. One must
be coutent to see himself set aside if'he can be
God’s instrument iu saving men. The true

prophet is often a sufferer,
insensible, but thrilled with
lost; he must be emptied of

not

indifferent

or

intense love for the
self and be near to
Jesus.
But how far short of this does the
Lord’s servant often come. How unwilling was
Jonah to learn this lesson! How unwilling he
that Nineveh should be saved; but God
humbled him by severe dealing. He thought
God was too merciful and the Lord was the mewa3

trast Jonah sitting down and waiting for the
destruction of Nineveh, and Paul iu his tender
words to the Romans.
The erring Jouahs of

Per Order.
_

one

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Two Grand Successes !

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD

Repistrv nf

LOTTA A.

all Book and Music Dealers.
Hundreds of thousands sold, and the demand as great as ever.
Price $3.75, lor which it will be mailed, postfree, to any address.

Walter H. Rowe, P. C; Wm. E. Bucknam, C. C; Wyer Green, V. C; Wm. H. Murch,
P;Chas. H. Rich, K. of R. and S; Frank B.
Hanson, M. E; Frank W. True, M. F; Chas.
W, Howe, M. A; John F. Norton. I. G.

for

a

a sure cure

Company

has

made

a-semi-annual dividend of three per cent.
The Manufacturers’ National Bank, Lewiston, has declared a dividend at the rate of six
per cent per annum, payable on and after Monday, Jan. 3d.
Of interest to the Sprague creditors is the
announcement of the Providence Journal that
Mr. Chafee, trustee under the Sprague mortgage, will not be able to meet the interest that
came due last Saturday.
Owing to the fact
that there have been no earnings since last

July (up to which time the interest was paid
from the earnings of the machinery) and to the
exceeding difficulty at this time of realizing to
advantage on the property, the trustee deems
it advisable to fall back upon the sixty days’

with a concert at Conway, N.
H. The convention was held at North Conway. This was the first of the kind ever held
there and for that reason was not as well attended as it would be again. Strenuous efforts
will be made to have a convention in Fryeburg
in February. The singing fraternity enjoyed
the convention much and speak in great praise
of Mr. Davis as an instructor.

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in the
county yesterday.
Portland—Lot on Union Wharf from Thomas
Shaw and als. to Edward Fox.
New Gloucester—Two lots of land from
Thomas and Charlotte S. Gilpatrick to Henry
Pennell.
Standish—Lot of land containing five acres

are

from Isaac

Edgecomb

to

examinations

just opened 3000 yds. Ham-

Exchange St,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

dtf

BOARD OF TRADE

De-

ANNUAL MEETING.

signs,
495

Nelson & Co.,

Low Prices.

Congress St., just

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trade for
the choice ot officers anil the transaction of
such other business as may legally come before tbe
meeting, will be held on MONDAY EVENING,
January 10th, at 7J o’clock.
Per order,
M. N. RICH, Sec’y.
d6t
jan4

THE

above the

Preble House.
janl

dlw

WAN [ED.
A good man accustomed to the
care ot horses, and a good driver.
Address with reference Post Office
Box 1778,

—BUY THE BEST—

and Oak Sts.

New

A

With pattern attached for cutting out the whole of
any size neck perfectly.
full assortment of

—

GODDS,
AT

Underwear,

OC29

to

buy

i
,

Very Nice.

not.

Any party in want gf Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturers’ wholesale prices. We will sell a splendid
Roll Top Desk with the entire sytsem
of drawers opened and closed by one

lcck,

on

Price

$90.00.

About

the combination principle.
Retail
price $130.00.

the first of Feb. we shall

be

prepared to furnish alt styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s prices; 25 per
cent, lower than they have ever been
offered in his city.

G. A. Whitney &Co.

HI an should insure liis life, and
no sensible Woman should object to his doing so,
with the right Company, It does not shorten,
but the tendency is, (by its salutary influence on the
mind) to lengthen a man’s days.
Multitudes have
found it so, and no one will have just occasion to re-

BELOW

Exchange St.,
ST.

MIDDLE

tja7

ocl6

LADIES
Desiring Perfect Fitting Boots.

a

Policy with this

STEVENS’

Wooden
i

ANNUAL MEETING.

company. No. 3b Ex-

Rox

before them.

LAMP CO.,

1776 Portland. Mf„ Office

Exchange

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
jan4dtd
Portland, Jan. 3,1S7G.

IO 1.4

Street.

We have received the following certificate from the
State Assayer:
Office and Laboratory of F. L. Bartlett, )
State Assayer and Chemist, }
)
Portland, Nov. 20, 1875.
This certifies that I have used “Steven’s Patent
Wooden Safety Lamp” for sometime, and with per-

FOGG,

COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW;
Has removed to
1

STORE,

We have Just received

a

line of

LADIES’ SIDE LACE BOOTS.
Also
FOR

an

elegant

assortment of

Slippers

Toilet

TDK UOI.1U.4V TR.4UK.

PKKBLK'DAVIS1' ! LEAVITT & DAVIS.
decl4
dtf

Messrs. J. A. & A. T. Smith

Safety Lamp

THE FOREST

noon, to elect Directors for the ensuing year and tc
transact any other business that may legally com<

the

No. 1 Elm Street.

have just

a

nice car-load of

DIRECT FROM

Price of Lnmp and Harncr$t.43,
Sent by mail to any address on receipt of price.
Agents wanted in every towu and city, to whom special discounts will be made. Address,

change Street, Portland, on TUESDAY, the 18tl
day of January current, at 10 o’clock in the fore

at

This new Lamp is the most desirable one ever offered to the public for burning Kerosene oil. It is
novel in its construction,

Absolutely Safe and Perfectly Clean.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tin
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company

them

NEW SHOE

Gents’

PATENT

find

can

CO.,

man^and

Ogdcnsburg
Railroad Company.

Cow Tor Sale.
YOUNG Durham Cow for sale by
W. W. BROWN,
Berliu Wharf.
jan3d3t*

or

46

and present same to your family on New Year’s. You
will then have done yourself and them a good
thing by furnishing them with a gift which has a
real and abiding value, and the best safeguard in
emergency—better than a Government Bond.
$20.00 will furnish a policy for $1000 to a youug
no better investment can be made.
Cull
dec21d2wis
lor Document*.

Block.

MAINE.

Terry,

We will make a discount ol 20
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
from these prices, it parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices Ibat dely competition. We have 25 Marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought lor
Cash from a Bankrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold tor $125.00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now for $75.00 each set.
Marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables oi the
same stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell Marble
Top Tables, 24 x 31 inches, for $0.
Cloth Top Tables, 24 by 36 inches,
for $10.
Parties about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling on us before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show yon our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you wish

OLD AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPANY,

&

PORTLAND,

prices. A

9

97 5

FOR 1 FAMILY FOR NEW YEAR'S

jan4_d3t

A

Magnificent Present

and procure

H. TALBOT & CO.,

junl___dlw

Cloth or

S O

Jan4d3t*

STANTON BLOCK,

Opened This Day*

Exchange St..

of our

S42,

small box

W. D. LITTLE &

Cheap, Cheap, Cheap!

421-2

a

after having paid nearly $30,000,000 to the heirs
of deceased members, and nearly $50,000,000
in Dividends to its Policy Holders, since its organization in 1813. The usual Dividend will be made on the
1st January next. Go, then, directly to the office of

HAMBURG EDGINGS!

J. H.

Pieces, Hair

Cash Assets Nearly $80,000,000,

HAMBURG EDGINGS!

THE
will be held at the office of the

7

tinder will be
at CARTER

OF NEW YORK,

<13m

Portland

some

Full Parlor Suit,

Mutual Life Ins. Co.

467 Congress St., Deering Block.

Olapp’s

and will state

gret being insured with the great

—

R S. MERRILL’S,

6

same

Every sensible

and

Hosiery

by leaving

BROS.* Jewelry Store.

Bosom !

FANCY

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SUITS,

Lost Dec. 28th.
High
BETWEEN
containing gold thimble. The
rewarded
the

suitably

A

We have made up our miuds not
to be

d3t

jan4_

DENHAM’S PATENT DOUBLE LINEN

Shirt

FURNITURE

and

We take pleasure in informing our friends and customers that we have removed to Store,
NO 178 FORE STREET, Opposite foot
of Exchange Street,
Where with improved facilities for serving them.
We resDectiully solicit a continuance of their iavors.
II. H. RICKER & CO.
dlw
jan4

N. & CO.

Tbaddeus B. Cole.

Our Limerick correspondent writes that Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Hayes of Limerick celebrated
their fiftieth anniversary on Saturday, Dec. 25.
A large number of relatives and friends were
present, and the old people were the recipients
of many beautiful and costly presents.
A
photograph was taken of the group of father,
mother and eight children.

Rink-

R£MOYAL.

A New Lot

Friday evening

iwiU

for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pleurisy and
Don’t lail to visit this remarkable lady.
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
jan4dlw»

421-2
jant

burgs, Elegant Patterns, New

shall sell at Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum
Street, SATURDAY, January, 8, 1876, at It)
A. M., one very tine Mare, 12 years obi, sound and
kind, better known as the famous Kate Sharp Mare.
She is a fine roadster; has trotted in 2.46, or better in
She is sold fbr no fault, the owner
aving no further us© for her. Parties desirous of
seeing this mare, can do so at any time before sale,
by calling on the Auctioneers.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
dGt
Jan3

Eublic.

Has removed to

Philadelphia,

provision in the trust deed.
Musical Convention at North Conway.
—A very interesting musical convention under
the leadership of W. N. Davis of Tremont
Temple, Boston, assisted by Herman Cbelius
at the piano and Mrs. Oakes as soprano, closed

j

Emery S. Ridlon,

d&w2w*

Have

by Auction.

WE

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

J. E. Dit.ou A Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker

we

dt«l

Sale

Office hours

CO.,

o*clock,

10

F. O. Bailey & Co.* Auctioneers.

short time only, where she is prepared to give

Dyspepsia.

BOSTON.

at

dec23

prescriptions for the sick; tells of all affairs of life,
absent and departed friends, lost property and business transactions; examines from a lock of hair;
sealed letters answered.
Her magnetic treatment,

is for the Piano. It has withstood extensive reviews
and comparisons, and is pronounced by teachers and
musicians to be the best instruction book of its kind
ever published.
For sale everywhere.
Price $"1.50, lor which it will be mailed, posttree, to any address.

Maine Business Notes.
The Lewiston Machine

ON

shall sell at our Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange
Streot. a large and valuable Stock ot new Furniture,
consisting of Black Walnut Chamber Sets, Elegant
Parlor Suits in Plush, Hair Cloth and Reps, very
flue Easy Chairs, Hat Trees, Marble and Cloth
top
Centre Tables, Library Tables, Pillar and Extension
Tables, <Sfrc., &c. This stock will be very tine and
fully equal to any we have sold.

NO. 419 CONGRESS STREET,

a

ing:

By Auction.
THURSDAY, Jan. 6th.

DARLING7

Clairvoyant communications,

OF

New

FURNITURE

Has arrived from New York, aud taken Rooms at

just what the other

SALE

Elegant

Magnetic Physician and Test Mediant
of the Day,

FOR REED ORGANS.

or

dec28__dtd
IMPORTANT

The most Wonderful

Clarke’s lew Method

Stieet,

188 Middle

RAILGY A CO., Auctioneer*.

U. O.

344, Page 126.
Dated at Portland aforesaid the 24th day of December, A. D. 1875.
w3wl*
MATT ADAMS, Dep’y Sheriff.

The ne plus ultra of Pianoforte Instruction Books.
Cannot be excelled, or even approached by its countless competitors. Stands far above them all. Used
by thousands of the best music teachers, and sold by

selected Stock of

new

The abeve stock ami fixtures will be sold in one lot
S. C. ANDREWS, Administrator,

who would keep abreast of the

recorded in Cumberland

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

fresh and

ministrator.

Cumberland ss. )
fllAKEN on execution and will be sold by public
JL
auction on Saturday,
February 5th. A. D. 1876,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff’s office
in Portland, in said county, all the right in
equity
which Edward L.
Dyer, of Portland aforesaid, bas or
had ou the seventh day of October. A. D. 1875, at four
o’clock and ten minutes in the afternoon, being the
time of the attachment of the same on the
original
writ in the action on which said execution was obtained, to redeem the following describe! mortgaged
real estate, to wit:
“A certain lot of land with all
buildings thereon,
situated in said Portland on Munjoy’s Hill, lying on
the northwesterly side of Melbourne street, and being
Lot No. 103, on a plan of Moses Gould and Eliplialet
Clark’s land, bounded and described as follows, viz:
Beginning at a stake standing on the northwesterly
side of said street, in the line of said street, which
stake is six hundred feet northeasterly from North
street, on the line of Melbourne street, thence
northeasterly by Melbourne street forty feet to
a stake, and from these two stakes
extending northwesterly, preserving the width of forty feet, at
right angles, to said street, to a line equally distant
between Melbourne street and Montreal street; said
lot being about eighty-six feet in length, more or
less, and is the same lot conveyed to Samuel Dyer by
Jabez C. Woodman, by deed dated July 21, 1866, and

Important to Mothers.—Mrs. Wiuslow’s
diseases with which
a certain remedy.
It
allays all pain, softeus the enms, reduces insure
to
flammation,
regulate the bowels, and
cures wind colic.
Depend upon it, mothers, it
will relieve the little sufferer immediately.

a

Dings, Patent Medicines, Fancy Goods, Ac. The
fixtuies consists of Prescription and other Tables,
Show Cases, Soda Fountain, Desks, Bottles, Jars,
Furnace. &c., in good order. The above store Is in
one of the best locations for a druggist business in
the city. Can be run at a light expense, and has a
large and prosperous business, and is only sold to
close the estate.
For particulars call on the Ad-

Sheriff's Sale.
STATE OF MAINE, 1

Soothing Syiuo, for all
children are afflicted, is

sent not

Installation of Officers.—Grand Chancellor H, C. Peabody installed the following
officers of Mnujoy Lodge, K. of P., last even-

THEsisting of

a

publishers offer to send any one of the American $4
monthlies or weeklies with The Living Age for a
year, both postpaid. Littell & Gay, Boston, are
the publishers.
janl»£4

our

We are
power of the divine life with.u them.
to some far off Nineveh but to the
cold-hearted professor near us, to show him the
spiritual nature of Christ’s kingdom and the
Jonah did not
power of a true life at home.
doubt that there were heathens, but Christian
men now do not realize tnat there are lost ones
about them. Ministeis in our city forget that
multitudes are hastening to the world of the
lost. They do not tell men of their danger as
they should. But the pulpit reflects the average
condition of the church at large.
The whole
church has gone
back from its duty—is
asleep and unbelieving, and this is its great sin
and needs to be repented of. Jonah was angry
that God did not destroy sinners.
You are
angry because God requires you to tell men
they are in danger of destruction. We hardly
believe any word comes from God; the church
is shorn of her strength, yet Heaven is not
shut up. God is near this city, He is making
the unfaithful ones afraid and leading them to
repent and confess their sin.
Nothing but the
grace of God can enable an unfaithful Christian to repent and undo the wrong and enter
with all his soul upon the right way. And yet
that grace is accomplishing this great work in
our city; in helping on the good work may we
all become true prophets and faithful servants
of the Lord.

every

on

Jan. 5tli, at 10 o’clock,

ol ilie Mtsre Corner of Middle and Kncbnngc Nireeln, recently occupied by
Eiumona Chapman, deceaned*
entire Stock and Fixtures in sakl Store, con-

thought of the time the periodical is an almost
indispensable one. For fifty-two numbers of sixtyfour large pages each (or more tnan 3.000 pages a year)
the subscription price ($8) is low, while fir $10.50 the

& Co, our constant advertisers,
commence the new year with a large accession
of valuable music. They have purchased the
entire stock of Lee & Walker in Philadelphia,
and will continue the business there under a
new title. The stock thus purchased
comprises
a quarter of a mile
(500,000 pieces) of sheet
music, 10,000 music book plates, belonging to
250 different books, 125 pianos and organs, &c.,
&c. As the original stock of O, D. & Co. includes about twice the quantity above named,
it will he seen that they have literally “music
for the million.’’ See advertisement.

jaul

to

;

Ditson

day should heed the lesson of the book.
How many come to the great cities and bury
themselves in a worllly church and forget God
and their duty, performing all the outward duties of a cold faith, but sleeping over the lost
ones about them.
The divine spirit is stirring
the community and anxious sinners call upou
these sleepers to awake and show them the
way ot life.
They are called to exhibit) the

sell

1876.

best

license from the Probate Court, I shall

a

Wednesday,

its amount of reading—elsewhere
unattempted. In
fact, they are otherwise hardly accessible, in their
entirety, to the great number of Aerican readers.
The present number—being the first of the new
year— is a good one with which to begin a subscription and

Something New.—The Harmonica Flute.
Call and examine, at Collins & Buxton’s, 522
Congress street, opposite Casco.
de23tt

STOCK

AUCTION.

BY
Pursuant to

story translated for its pages from the Platt-Deutsch
of Fritz Reuter; End in succeeding numbers a new
story by the author of “John Halifax, Gentleman.”
and other choice fiction, by Wm.
Black, author of the
Princess of Thule,” Miss Thackeray, etc., are to appear. In science, politics, theology, and general litrature, important articles are already announced for
speedy publication, by Prof. Max Muller (on National Education); Cardinal Manning ^on ihe
Pope and
Magna Cha.ta): Francis galton, F. R. S. ion the
Theory of Heaedity); Peter Bayne (on Walt Whitman’s Poems); Edward A, Freeman
(on the True
Turkish Question); Dr. W. B. Carpenter, the eminent
scientist; Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone; W. Giflord PaJgrave, and
others; and it is sate to say that
the important contributions to current literature of
the ablest writers of Europe, and
especially of Great
Britain, will continue to be presented in The Living
Age with a completeness ana cheapness—considering

For partic-

—

In Portland

38

eighth volume, contains, among other good things,

OF

DRUGGIST

The New Volume of the Living Age.—The
number of LittelPa Living Age, for the week ending
Jan. 1, which begins its one hundred and twenty-

All members of the Montgomery Guard
Ball Committee are requested to meet at the
armory to-night at 7 o’clock, sharp.

Broadway,

00

—

,,

True, Secretary.

New York.

Capital Stock.§ 860,000

ADIHIVISTKATOK'S SALE

WM. T. SMALL, Justice of Peace.
Correct Attest,
I. P. Farrington, )
J. S. Winslow,
( Directors.
Jos. Walker,
1
ja4
€i*»t

P. O. S. of A.—All members of
Washingtou
Camp No. 3 are requested to be present at our
next stated meeting.

711

38

January,

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 3 o’clock
this day, by order of assignee, the valuable real

C. II. Dilao. A- Co.

$2,501,231

JOHN DENNIS,
} As8lInees
BAILEY A- CO Auctioneer..

O.

<lec25_dtd

STATE OF MAINE,
I a
County of Cumberland, j 8b*
Winship, Cashier of the above
named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and
toilet
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 1st dav of

Portland Pythian Belief Association.—
Begular meeting this Tuesday evening at 8
o’clock. Business of importance.

OLIVER DITSON &

00

$2,501,231

FURNITURE.—F. O.
Bailey & Co. have an exhibition at their rooms
at 35 and 37 Exchange street, a
large and lino
stock of parlor suits, chamber sets,
parlor, library and dining room tables, easy chairs, &c.
Ibis furniture is ail modern and
very elegant
sty’es, a part being East Lake and very handsome. The entire stock is to be sold at auction
next Thursday at 10 o’clock.

diator for that great city. How strange that a
sinful man should wish sinners to perish! And
how different is the spirit of the Gospel. Con-

24,000

F.

-439.634 56
478,500 00
Dividends unpaid.
1 535 76
Individual Deposits. 763*481 74
Due to other National Banks.
18*079 32

TINE

is

54 679 48
15 409 00
623 54
5 953 41
35 000 00

Other undivided
profits.279,634 56
National Bank Notes outstanding.

The State Poinological Society will hold its
public winter meeting in Lewiston, Feb. 22 and
23. The exercises will consist of the
reading of
practical papers on fruit culture, and a revision
of the society’s fruit list, with
ti me
uu.issigned
to be devoted to discussions.

This, for Reed Instruments,

1.036 44

LIABILITIES.

with

kindly

94

75,000 00
7,647 04

Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of Circulation).

are

His judgment and bless the penitent. Jonah
tells ns that masses of men, great cities, are
near to God and he was the first apostle to the
gentiles. How practical is God’s sympathy.
He knows the vices, the temptations and the

4th, at 3 p. m., we shall
sell the valuable Property on Fremont
Place,
known as the J. L. Boston
Property. This property
consist of a lot containing about 2500
square feet tf
land, on which is a 3 story brick house containing 13
rooms: also a 24 story wooden house, containing 14
rooms ;both ol these house are
arranged for two families and furnished with Sebago water,gas.water|closets
for each tenement. This property now rents for
$867.
Is in good order throughout, is only 5 years old and
was very thorough and substantially built.
Will be
sold in one or two lots as desired.
Terms made
known at sale. 20 per cent of Purchaser’s money
required at sale.
CYRUS GREEN,
I

535,000 00
4,000 00
07,563 53

Specie........

IN GENEBAL.

«F

TSJanuary

discounts.$1,675,318

Fractional currency (including nickels)..

Mr. Benjamin Morse, who died in
Gray on
the 14th ult, had been a member of the F. \V.
Baptist church, iu good standing, for (j(i years.
He will be much missed iu the
church, as well
as iu the domestic circle, where he was a
kind
father and affectionate husband.
PENOBSCOT COCNTT.
The Whig says the custom of
making new
year’s calls was very generally observed iu
Baugor last Saturday. Nearly all the ladies in
the city received, aud one party of gentlemen
made one hundred and fifty calls.

jan4-2t

PORTLAND,

THE STATE OF MAINE,

U. S. bonds to secure circulation.
uther stocks, bonds and
mortgage*.
Due from approved reserve
agents.
Due from other national banks.
Real estate, furniture and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Bills ot other national banks.

for nine years.

estate situated on Fremont Place.
ulars see auction column.

ASSIGNEE’S SALE

\ uluable Eeal Estate at Auction.

RESOURCES.

Loans and

ot y, ALLE3T.

Begular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday, commencing at 18 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtl

At the clone of Uu»iueKM Dec. 17, 1S75.

Nelson, Minot, has a horse that
pair of shoes that have been in con-

Frank W.

Snlcroom, 35 niid 37 Exchaugr Ml.
r. O. BAILEY,

Casco national Bank

Supreme Court.

INHIBITION OF

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

OF THE

The
semi-annual meeting of the Maine
Eclectic Medical Association is to be held in
Lewiston on the 12th day of
January.
The annual meeting of the
Androscoggin
Agricultural Society was held at Lewiston on
the 1st inst. Quite a number of new members
were added.
Dr. A. Garcelon was elected
President for the ensuing year.
The youDg man Whitnev waived examination on the charge of stealing Mr. Scribner’s
horse at Lewiston and was bound over to the
Mr. E. N.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

KEPOBT OF TIIE CONDITION

The next term of the Supreme Judicial Court
for Androscoggin county will
open Tuesday,
Jan. 18th, Judge Libbey

has worn a
stant wear

ADVERTISEMENTS. _AUCTION SALES

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulatlon of which, per
month, exceed) 100,000,

m

her business, but in which she
acquitted herself well, certainly doing it better than it was
done before. Mbs Waldron took the soubrette

flection

NEW

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal
says there is in Lewiston a religious
society, one article of whose
creed is never to call a
doctor, but to heal the
sick by prayer and laying on of hands.
They
believe also in the gift of tongues as in
apostolic
1

renewed.

were

NEWS.

I have also
fect satisfaction in every particular.
tested it mo*t severely in many ways ami the reI have come
suits have been entirely satisfactory.
to the conclusion that it answer the purpose of a

convenient and safe Lamp completely? using
and it
good oil, it is impossible to explode this Lanp,
is with much pleasure that I recommend its use to
the public.
Respectfully Yours,
F. L. BARTLETT,
State Assayer.
jau3dlw

CHICAGO,

which they oBcr to the trade at

YERY LO\V PRICES.
Cor. of Milk & Market Sts.
o2w*

janl

CARD.

To Manufacturers ofJlrst-Class Furniture.'
to buy first-class Furniture
WE for Cash prepared
delivery ofauy manufacturer that
are now

on

wants to

sell at

a

sacrifice.

GEO. A. WHITNEY A CO.
Portland Dec. 23d.

ilec24dtf

Honey to Loan.
nuiUM to suit pnrtie* on Real
Estate
Ac
«. K. DA VIM,
Ac.
Krai ferrate and Mortgage Broker, j
nov2eodt>mis

IN

_POETRY._

men to work in a wood
permanent work and
young, energetic, of unexwages given;
to
able
and
habits,
prove that they have
ceptionable
saved some of their wages n the past. For particulars address Industrial Works, Springfield, Vt.

young
WANTED.—Ten
working manufactory;
must t*e
fair

Two Centuries Ago
“What are ye doing, idling here?

weed is not for ye;
Young Christian hands should never touch
That heathen

Symbols ot Popery.
help your mother card and spin;
Study your duty to God and man,”
So spake the old man. tall anl glim,

jan3d3t
Servant Girl Wanted.

G

The stern old Puritan

YOUNG GIRL between 1G and 20 years of age
to take caie of a young child.
Apply at
3 PEERING STREET.
janldtf

A

Toe si ait... 1 m .iden sottly said—
Go i’s-fairest blessing rest on her—
•‘Our Saviour, Christ the Lord, was born
Oil Christmas morning, sir;
An-1 so my brothers here and I
Will g uher holly and berries pay,
As we did in Merrie England
On last Christmas day.”

Years, years

Wauled.
SITUATION as housekeeper in a small family.
10 Rest of references given. Address, W. A. S.,

Press Office

will answer;

T., This Office.

F. G,

travelling salesman;

perma-

salary;

Wanted.
knowl-

having
good
by
SITUATION
edge of the Grocery business and
tensive
in the State of Maine.
a

a

man

Would
Good references

acquaintance

like to travel

or

work

on

ex-

an

stock.

given. Inquire or address SHAW, HAMMOND &
CARNEY.dec18d3w»

Wanted.

Agents

every city anil town where gas is nsed for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BUKNEIt.
Very liberal terms to Agents. Inquire of <1. I..
octlldtf
JMAR8TON, 148 Exchange 81.

IN

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

berland and Portland Streets; containing eight
rooms; Sebago and cellar; drain connected with cellar
Lot 40x50. Price $1900. Apply to F. G PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams* Block,
dec25d2w
second east of City Hall.

House lor Sale.
2G Alder St., three minutes walk from Market
Square. Lot 30x100 feet; ten rooms; price

NO

d.

OTIS
Cape

Elizabeth.

NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Deering, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine streets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.

7000 FEET

Streets.

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost.
blue locket inlaid with jet
and gold with a small pearl in the center. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same
at this office.
jat-3t*

Fritlav, Dec. 31st,

ON

a

TO

For Sale at a Bargain.
House, centrally located, containing 13
finished rooms, having Sebago and gas

NICE
well

throughout. For further particulars inquire of F.
T. MEAHER, Cor. Preble and Congress Streets.
novlTdtf

LET.

Upper Tenement 90 Ulark Street.

dec24

uvuov

d2w*

To Let.
PLEASANT, convenient house, centrally locatA ed, within five minutes walk of Post Office.
House heated by furnace.
Sebago water, and good
garden connected. For terms, etc., address “RENT,**

that; man.”

The crowd looked at him in astoaishineu1,
and he continued:
“I landed on Point Betsey next morning in
time for breakfast, and I swore a solemn oath
that I’d lick you forchoking me it I had to live
a hundred years to do it!”
‘‘You can’t be the man,” replied the captain,
looking suspiciously at the fellow’s big fists;
“it was forty years ago.”
“I know it was, and for forty years I’ve been
aching to lick you out of your boois.”
The captain had lied, but be didn’t want to
own it, and he said:
“That sailor’s name was Dick ltice.”
“Kerect!” bowed the stranger; “that’s my

dec22dtf

this office.

To

Let.

HOUSE
deci5

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. B. WING, Proprietor

dtf

A first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
tho commercial and pleasure seeking

W. W. CARR,
decldtf197 Newbury St.

of

public.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

“But he was taller than you.”
“Being ia the water so long that night I
shrunk just a foot!” was the cool rejoinder.”
“Well. I know you can’t be the man,” said
the captain.
“I am the man, aod now I’m going to manl
you! No man can choke mo and then brag
about ft!”
He sailed in and upset the captain, but was
then set upon by the whole crowd.
He got
into the eye of the wind and hung there for a
time, but presently he laid off a little, got the
wind on his quarter, aod went at it to lick ten
timss his weight in old liars. He was a very
ambitious man, and those who conld get out
doors got out, and those who couldn’t offered
him a gallon of whiskey to come to anchor.
He furled his sails on this understanding, and
as he set his glass dowu for the third drink he
wiped his bleeding ear and remarked:
“When a man tries to sacrifice me in order
to save himself he don’t know who he’s fooling
with!”
He was the biggest liar of them all, but he
made the most of it.—Detroit Free Press.

THE NEW

ENGLAND IIOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
1u24deodtfPortland, Me.

THE

TO

LET I

Room in the Second

Story ot the

Printers’ Exchange, with power 11
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

ocl2

To Let at

A

STOVES.

Dollars per Quarter
SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case; may be seen
at 271 Spring Street. Address
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,
dlwteodtf

octl_

Boynton’s

To Let.
DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
1 nqnire at No. 641 Congioos St.de:8tf

A

Wrought Iron
FURNACE.

marl3-dtf

WESTMINSTER

United States
THIS

CONSUMERS!

February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to

ABOUT

THE ELLIS PATENT

jaildtfST. JOHN SMITH.

To Let.

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

jnelOdtf

To Let.
PLEASANT front parlor, wanned with iurnace. Also an unfurnished front chamber, and
smaller rooms lor lodgers. No. 4 Cotton St., second
door from Free
nov30dtf

Combined

A

St._
Cottage to Rent.

Cedar
CORNER
PkiceS350.
deep

TO

and Oxford Streets.
M.O. PALMER.

!

_LET

W
is decided to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as ihe
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

quite

__deodtf

No. 55
the easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, live doors below Middle Street. Also
on

front and rear offices in

ECONOMY

AND

C. Iu.

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
138 Exchange 8frcet.
Agent Wanted._
octudil

Good First-Class Rents

TUBULAR STANDARD LAMP !

AT

BOARD.

Tight.

other Lamp with so little
odor. Better light than Gas,
costing but a trifle to run,Warranted to give satisfaction.
Send for circular or call and see
the Lamp in operation.

or

wife,

man

at 416

nov27-dtf

Cumberland street.

The following are but samples
of favorable reports from those
using this Lamp.

REMOVAL.

chasing.

REMOVAL.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,

BUTLER

MERCHANTS’ BANK BUILDING.

The best Kerosene Lamp I ever used.
WILLIAM O. FOX.

M. M.

Elegant

SEE.

ST„

d3m

cial.

PORTLAND.
codim

Address

I,DUU,UUU

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,
41 Park Row, lew York.

»e7__dl3jm
obtained in tbe Uuited States,
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those of any other reliable bouse. Correspondence in-

Is the average monthly profit estimated to be paid to
Holders of stock privileges by various bankers in Wall
The house of Messrs. Alexander FrotbingCo., 12 Wall Street, New York, who possess
a worldwide reputation for their strict integrity, olfer to send gratuitously for one year their Financial

Street.
ham &

vited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, At-

torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are suc-

and a book explaining how sums
Weekly
from ten dollars to thousands may he invested.
Those who invest little have the same advantage as
large operators. Send for their Weekly.—Boston
Post, Nov. 12th. Address
ALEX. FKOTHIIVGIIIA!?! A CO..
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.
ma2G
deodly

Report,

cessful.

If you want

Patent,
model or sketch

And all Persons Interenled.
it known, That the Jail Workshop is completed and ready ior the machinery required to op-

same.
Wishing to commence work at the
we are now ready to consult
receive communications from, parties intercsted in all kinds of light manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot the prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,)
County
WILLIAM SMALL,
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
) Commissioners.

earliest possible time,

{

County Commissioners* Office, Portland, Me., Dec.
15th, 1875.
decl5(l&wtf
For Sale.

German D FLUTE, silver keys and
trimmings, ivory blow joint. German silver
lined, patent tuning slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect
tune, together with Morocco case, five dollars’ worth
of instructions and music. All cost 050.00 at the
manufactory of Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling. 1 will send the instrument C. O.
D., with privilege of examining before being paid lor
by paying express charges both ways. II not as represented it can be returned. Price with case, books
ol instruction, &c., $30.00. Address
F. W. LA PHAM,

ONE

nol8dtf

Augusta. Maine.

FOR S A EE
riflHE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
JL
powei, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 3G Union street or W. H. PENNELL & CO., 38 Union street.
jnc28dtf.
Wholesale and Retail cheaper
than
SI-jKMJUN.—At
he bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties
can

they will

Depot.
mov3

wishing to purchase

come

can save

money,
to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
WHITMAN LESLIE.
Utl

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling
at or addressing
R. GIBSON,
588 Congress Street

ALL
Jaiil

dtf

810.sep20dtf

janldtd

Save Your Horses!

Notice.
Annnal Meeting ot the stockholders of the
Peak’s Island Steamboat Company tor the election of tnree Directors, and for the transaction of any
other business that may be
legally brought before
thorn, will be held at the Old School House on Peak’s
Island, on MONDAY, Jan. 10, 1876, at 74 p. m.
J. W. BRACKETT, Clerk.
t3P*"Fnr the convenience o! stockholders living in
the city the Steamer Express will leave the city lor
the Island at 7 o’clock P. M.jan3dtd

THE

Slate Mantles.

written in all mat-

inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O H. Kelley.
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., anu
and Swedish ministers at Washington,
and

tbej)anish

“Guide for obtainino
pages.
Address:—LOUS BAGGER A CO., SOLICITORS of Patents, JVashinqton, 1). C, P. O
Box 444.
dec28dtf

Patents,”

a

our

book of 50

insure

Eagle Sugar Refining Co.

Fortune Teller,
or nusband, looks after

describes your tuture wife
absent friends,l ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
iaw and business, gives names, etc.
Office,
504 l.‘4 Congress Ncreci. (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m.to
10 p.m.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
I erms. Ladies
BO cents. Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in

$10. to §500. le^ri'o
and

72 page Book, entitled. Men
Wall Hireet, explaining

Idioms ol

everything.

SENT FKEE. itSfS'tS,
Bankers aud Brokers, ti Broadway,
New
inelOeod&wly.

Double ilnruru —Cost to order $300:
been used six times only; ricbly gold
mounted; latest style. For sale cheap. CARLETON BROS 440 Congress street, Portland. Domestic Sewing Machine Agency.
deel4-tf

Finelias

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidering and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.
oc29tf

PERSONS

o’clock
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, BucksCastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harport,
bor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, .Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at H 00 o'clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Sears-

remedy which

speedy cure

of the

now

TWO

of
&

tion of any other business that may legally come before them, will be held at the office of the Company
on Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street, on TUBS’DAY, Jauuary llth, 1876, at 3 o’clock P. M.
GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 23d.
dec23dtd

!

THE

Side, Blending at
Ijnngs.and every

affection ot the throat,
'LUNN8 and chest, are
speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam op
vild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
eave the cause behind, as in the case with most remidles, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays ir
itatien, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

Summerside, P. E. I.
CS^Freiglit received

before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
declltd
Portland, Dec. 8,1875.

I UK

on

days

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL BANK,
A.T

other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day ot January, 1876, at It o’clock A. M.

December 10,1875.

IN

STATE

THE

OF

Loans and Discounts. $589,303 85
Overdrafts.
1,309 12
LT. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
300,000 00

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
THECasco
National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors and
the

deposits.

transaction of such other busi-

may legally come before them, will be held at
Banking House on TUESDAY, the ltth day of
January, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.
ness as

their

WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1875.declOdtd

The National Traders9 Bank.
flTHE shareholders of The National Traders’ Bank
JL of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room on
TUESDAY, the 11th day ol January next, at three
o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 10, 1875.
declOdlm

THE

Society.

76
75
00

8,182
13,944

Agricultural

said Society, will be held in the
Meeting
Reception Room,
City Building,
Portland,
THURSDAY, January 13, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
to act on the following articles, to wit:
1st—To choose a board of officers for the ensuing

year.
2d—To hear reports.
3d—To act on any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
SAMUEL DINGLEY, Sec’y.
Sebago Lake, Dec. 30,1875.
dec31dtd

Total.

Steamers,
between

13,500

TO

00

—

OF

117,069

264,000

4,322
3,972
30,050
17,429
3,467

a

NUTTER BROS. & CO.
39 Marks! Square Portland Me.

au!7_eodtf
MM For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
B.C. Balsam will not cure.
yPJUUU ADAMSON’S
by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
IrflT n 5?ld
Dn. F, W.

UyLlJ

KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta aud Bangor les3 than regular fare
RONTON BOAT TICKETN.
Exchange Street, Portland.

dti

HOTELS.
HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the loading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Pkess may always he found.
AUDURN
Elm Douse, Court. SI. W. M. A- A. Young,
Proprietor*.

SEW

BANCOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow St., Mcl.uagb
In A Daria, Proprietors.

Bath

Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri-

As

a

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

YORK.

leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MON DAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for thia
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers; making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer mouths on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Will until further notice

59

Goods forwarded to

ana

from

Philadelphia,

Mon-

treal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

^“Freights

taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P.M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E.
New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22

k,

Exchange

ocldtf

Street._

STONINGTON
FOR NEW
AHEAD

LINE

YORK,

O E AliL

OTHERS.

This is

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

—

superb

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS.
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TJSE

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BI.UE BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
For pale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOoDWlN & CO., Boston, Mass.

dec23___diwt
9Q

>53

“y]

^

D.

Simpson,

Passenp'fti’

Ofiifos.

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
AND

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Caooda. Del.oil, Chicaga, Milwaukee, t'lociunuii. Ml. I.aoU. Omaha,
Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Mall l.ake Cily,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and ^Southwest.
To

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections anil quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate o
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaqer.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21, 1875.
Jnel7dtf

PORTLAND Si OGDENSBURG RR.
CHANGE OF TIME.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D, Little & Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New Yoik.
President,
ocll ’73
dtf
MAIEi LINE TO

86

8,867
1,963
74,263

93
63
60

$1,969,119

86

Pro-

NEW CONNECTIONS.

LEWISTON.
DeWill House, H. B. Wing,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With connections to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and Mt. Johns, IV. P.
The splendid new iron steamship
“BERMUDA,”Capt.Cleaver, wifi

Grand Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
leave

4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,

^RETURNING

DAYS,

at 4.00 p.

will leave Halifax

on

TUES-

Proprietor

»« ®ud after WEDNESDAY, Add, last.,
aad aatil farther nolice.
TRAINS Will. RUM AM

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

C. & M. R. R. for

Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
*-*0 P. m.—Passenger train from Portland for

NAPLES*
Elm House, Nnthan Church A Sons, Pro-

prietors.

Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
A" M.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and Intermediate
stations, arriving in Portland at

NORRIDCEWOCK.
Don/orlh Ilonse, D. Dan forth. Propriclo
NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C- S. Bailey A Co. P

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Hease—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
rAKIN HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

PITTSFIELD.

Lancy Home—Fletcher

Ac

tors.

FOLLOWS:

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. M.—Passenger train irom Portland lor ad
stations, rnnnlng through without change to St.
Jobnsbury, Danville. Hardwick. MorrisvTlle, Hyde
Park and Johnson. Vermont. Connects with B.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

11.15

a. m.

1.15 P. ML—Passenger tialn from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from
Jobnson. Vt..
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
*taor connections.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
ifieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

Gale, Proprie-

Freight

m.

PHILLIPS.
Harden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri.

trains leave Portland daily* at 0 20

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

twi

1
tb,
Portland.
Dec. 21. 1K7*

elor.

PORTLAND.
Adamo House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

Albion House, 1 IT Federal St. J. G
Perry
Proprietor.
American House, India St. E.
Pro-

°-"anb,ra
*

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

Gray,

prietor.

Citr Hotel, Cor.Concrena and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble Hon He, Congrea* St. Gibaon
&Co.,
Proprietora.
"‘ia“
«"• Middle and Plum
Ward Proprietor.
«/• S. Hotel, Junction of*€7onarreaaand VpH.
eral Su.
imo.hy W ole,
*

HCRNCANE ISLAND.
E- A’ C»lderw..d,

PropHeiVr

SKOWHEGAN.
T-»«r House, W. G. Heselton,
Propri.
WILTON.
Wilton House,H N. Green.

FALL

Proprietor

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

October li, 1S75.

Pamenger

Train* will leave Panlaad far
*• na., 3.10 p.
m., arriving
*
a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
»••••■
at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
,c*Te
■fiy™"*’
3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at
1.15, 5.

D®*ton at
at Bon
10.50

«•••

8.15 p. m.
Far Lowell at

6.15,9.00

m., 3,10, p.

a.

m.

**“»che.ter and Caacord and Paper
Kail road (via New Market
Junction) at 6.15a.m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Lreat Fall, at 6J5, 9.00 a.
m., 3.10. ii.ni.
For Korhe.ier,
Farmington and Altai.
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m,. .1.10 p.m
For Scarborough
Bine

„r

Beach,

Paint, Old

m.

AGENCIES.
Jl., i'

iinmia

oct28dtl

tv nun, or

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.
~

BOSTON STEAMERS.
NOTICE

SPECIAL

S. JW. PEXTENGILL A CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENC*
No. 10 State St.. Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
in the Untied States and British Prov-

Newspapers

inces.

ADVERTISING

Portland

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect
steamer running between Portland and witli all
Bamror
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, East port, Calais
Hamax Also connect
anj *—

witrOr^d T?ink

^nand

<£S2

ssi Vt

for «*«»*°m Port'“Dl1
an^TSTaln°“ttr
S. H. f EVENS,
GenMAg™Fo®Sn£en’1 S“P
au5

Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

news.
As

an

advertising medium, the Press stands first

among the journa’s of Maine.

Job
of

FARE

Printing

$1.00.

Passengers by

this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at night
are avoided.
B. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agf.

Price.

dec27-75

OFF IC E.

Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is offered for
*7.00 per annum in advance; *3.50 for six months;
*1.75 for three months.
During the session of the Legislature the
Daily will be furnished lor *2.00 in advance.

UNDER CONTRACT

Hand

Bills,

Bill

|

J

t }ards,

Tags, &c„ printed

at shoi t

Steamship
8ARDAINIAN, Capt. Holton,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
HATER DAY, January 8lli, 1875,
Immediately after the arrival oi the Train of the previous

Montreal.
day from
Prusian.

Intermediate passage.

...

ISP* Special rates to campaign clubs.
IE$P*A local agent is wanted la every town.

Address,

—

DEVOE’S

PORTLAND PUBLISHING III.

-Brilliant-

j

OIL,

Creeper!

Leave each port every Wed's’y & Sit’d’y.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
JVom
From Pine Street

For Bale by
CHAM. Hcl,AlI«HLIN A CO,
aulCeod&w6m
Portland.

j !n

WHITE AMD TINTED BRISTOL
CAROwith name, SIOc. or 50 Snow
R. LEVItK, SON & CO.
lake, Marble, Damask, Rep, Plairl and Scotch granSole Manufacturers, 724 Chestnut Street, Phlladel- il e, 40c. Address, WM. H.
WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
plrla. Trade supplied at liberal discount. Sample | S ;reet, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
pair by mail *1.00.
I tl ds in.
de24eodlm
jan3d2w*ttf

{

Wharfage.
delpbia, at

10

a. m.

Wharf,

Phila-

Insurance one half tho rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage
to
;

apply

jn23-1y

B. HA.7IFNON. Ageul,
70 l.oug Wharf, Koil.a.

Portland, October

Traia
I

~

wThVDd

*or

with

***•*«

®»tehburx and Hoowar

Tna

at 2.10 P
con,nect,in?iShri»Tili*
South and West.
—1* with trains *LWorce',er
m

4

^A^wsraMrar"
and'it?
ffigS1
TralD|8
f.r0nl Montreal
ationa, 5*J}h
Lewiston
and Auburn,
and at West-

Washington Building,

Maine Cen£
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all Inter,
Rockland,
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mediate Stations, at Nashua

for Lowell and
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston »fe Albany Railroad for
New
Harttonl,
Haven and New
arrivingat
New York about 5.00 a. m. A
sleeping8
reserved at Worcester for this
train.
train for Barham
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anU baggage checked
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PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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3.00 P

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5

of

~

I:"Ton

J. H. Bates, latent
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

C. J.

2SP,1£S°N TCCKE?:J"P>

connecting

LOCKE,

Newspaper Adveriiaiug Agent.,

* CO

,

AGENTS

^point?*
Express Train

'to

Va?U

all importan

leaves Worcester atd

■»

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS

—

Steamship Line.

A©

A

CTery

description

Park Row, New York.

PHILADELPHIA

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.

Reliable, Durable,
Cheap.

AND

tPuiiman Sleeping Car attached.

Arrangement

HORACE DODD.

BATES

^a*eria*8
’yp«apresse9>r*?**n®’
Office No. ii

BOSTON

m.

Portland &

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United

40

^yable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India Sfc.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and ior
Dratts
on
Sight
England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
n
41
Portland, Nov. 23. 1875.
nov24dtf

j ] lotice.

The only perfect creeper
made: protecting heel and
sole. Wholesale and retail by

followed by the

m„ 1.40 p. m.

1.40 p.

121

Steamship
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 la $80

has been enlarged and greatly improved the
past
and is now one of the largest, fullest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in !
advance; six months for *1.00; three months for ;
year,

Ice

To be

a.

Bath 17.00 a. ra„ 1.4o, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 17.00 a. m„ 1.35, 5.15 p. m.

Farmington

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

31 PARK

The

t7AoZT:
gffHSfe. “er>BrunswlLk
Rockland 17.00

WAREHOUSE,

DODD’S

London-

Return Tickets
granted at reduced rates.

Heads,

i

to

Portland for Bangor, Watervill
“• -•p- “

WASHINGTON STREET, EOSTON.

Co.

Steamship

Monthly, October 25th, 1875.
Trains leave

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

CONVEYANCE OF THE

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

1

W1LUS’ PATENT

ERS’
IOC

Canadian and Culled Stale. Mail*.

Posters,

SySpccimeu copies seut free.

FOR

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT-

States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
anil estimates promptly fuurnished.

ALLA NL LINE.

Montreal Ocean

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

AGENT.

T. C. EVANS.

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY

dt

_____

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United
States. Canada
nd British Provinces.
0«ce No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Daily Press

the Press will be devoted as in tlie past to a desctimminating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Press will
give special attention to the publication of political

si1

V GREAT OFFER

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mall train Irom Gorham and intermediate stations
8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Anbnm at. 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and the West at
p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 an
5.45 p. m.

prietor,

Sant

Until further notice

50 cents.

FOJR.

p.

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Boston, Pro

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the enSteamer Rhode Island, every
tirely new and
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
nlnayu in advance of all other linn. Bag-

STATE OF MAINE, I
f
Cumberland, gs.
I, B. C. Somerby, CaBhier of ‘-The Canal National
Bank of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Thirtyfirst day of Dec., 1875.
GEO. C, PETERS,
Justice of the Peace.
Correct Attest,
W. W. THOMAS,)
G. F. SHEPLEY, } Directors.
WM. HAMMOND,)
d3t
janl

Political Journal

A

dec21___<Uwt

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1

S

OFFElTT Reduction,

1 Agents for the best selling
WW Q11T0II Prize Fackage in the
woild. It contains 15sheets
If nlill
paper, 15 envelopes, golden Pen, Pen Holder, Pencil, patent Yard Measure, and a piece of Jewelry.
Single package with elegant Prize, postpaid, 25c.
Circular ireo. BRIDE & CO., 769 Broadway, N. Y.

iston.

St.-Chapin,

S. R. NILES,

Fa.__(Ic22t4\v
nf

ARRANGEMENT

On and alter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
train* will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and inteimediate stations a
7.10 a. m.
Express tram at 1.40 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

Jnm

etor.

Tremont House, Tremont
Carney A Co. Proprietors.

International

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Capital stock.$ 600,000 00
Surplus fund.120,000 00
Other undivided profits.262,863 01
382,863 01
National bank notes outstanding.
479,440 00
Dividends unpaid.
615 00
Individual deposits.;.
421,106 69

_

We will daring the HOLVOAl'g dispose
of lOO PIANOS onrfOBGANS of first class
makers, including WATtRH at lower
than ever before offered,
prices
monthly
installments received running from 19 to
36 months. Warranted for 6 years. Second Hand Instruments at extremely low
prices for cash
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
Agent8 wanted. Warerooms 4SI Broadway,
N.Y HORACE WATERS & SONS.
dec22
4W|
Tlfl YfllT Mafo or Female Send your address and
JuU 1UU get something that will bring you m honWANT orably over $150 a month, sure.
^INVENTORS’ UNION.
MflWPY
iVlUiiju.li
175 Greenwich St., New York.
dec22
4W|
IfrPWT? WAWTm for the best and fastest selilUijlIlO 1VJU11LU ling book ever published.
Send for circulais and our extra terms to Agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO, Philadelphia,

ALTERATION IN TRAIN*).

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

BATH.
Hotel, l'. at. Plummer,

prietor.

97
26
88
06
43

LIABILITIES.

dlwt

A GREAT

GEO. BACH ELDER, Supt.

WINTER

«•

We have purchased of MESSES SHEPARD &;Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. Boleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We have on hand the largest and best asMrtmeat nt any house in the state. MIII.DKH8 AND CONTRACTORS wil And it to
their advantage to call and examine our
goods.

oelldtf

redueliou.

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeffords

116,511 45

$1,969,119

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

therefrom.
Pullman Parlor ami Sleeping Caro are
all through trains. Stops for retreshmeu
made at the usual place*,

run on

814 62

—

Certified checks.
Cashiers checks outstanding.
Due to other national bankB.

Washington at

etor.

171,946 00
33,300 00

RESOURCES.

MAINE,

diverging

ELLSWORTH.
H. Higgins A Sons, Props,

Loans and discounts.$1,149,111 09
U. S. bonds to secure circulation.
533,000 00
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages.
13,100 00
Due from redeemiug and reserve agents.
109,653 09
Due from other national banks.
6,502 14
Banking house.
20,000 00
Current expenses.
7,127 63
Checks and otber cash items.
18.132 94
Exchanges for clearing house.
40,200 22
Bills ol other national banks.
26,441 00
Fractional cuirency and nickels.
1,814 25
Legal tender notes.
20,000 00
Five per cent, redemption fund.
23,977 50

years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and ifs Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad

run

City Hotel.—N.

PORTLAND, ME.,
At Close of Business Dec. 17, 1875$

For several

8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. in., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Porumonth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. in.. 4.45 p. m.
threat Fall* at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19 p. m.
Kennebnak at 12.10, 4.03. 11.20 p. m.
Middeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Saco at 8.05 a. in., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.

Grand Trnnk R. R. of Canada.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Railw®y Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,
—

a. m.

liynn at

New
nud

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

CO.

00
00
92
00

REPORT OP THE CONDITION
OF THE

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

Boaton at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

—

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Daris, Proprietor

(Seal)

—

Haven,

TO

Springfield. VTnrtlord,
York* Philadelphia,

New

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Dining Roams, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

59

$1,122,884

■

—

WorccMcr,

P. A K.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Jacob McLellan, )
Russell Lewis. ! Directors.
Geo. S. Hunt,
)
dec31rl4t

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

Line of

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best ofmy knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 30th day of
1875.
December,
LHA5. u. HAMjKUr i, Notary rubtic.

Correct—Attest

m.

IRoaceitrr and Koc kport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m
Dover at 9 a. in., 3.10 p. ui.
Wolf boro Rocheater and (.ireot Fall* at
a. in., 3.10 p. m.
Kiltcry, Eliot. Month Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Well* and KennebnnU
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Riddeford, Mac#, Weil Mcarborough, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.,
3.10, 5.20 p. m

tors.

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly

State of Maine,
I
County of Cumbebland ss. (
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named bank,

CAMPAIGN

a. m., 3.10 p. in.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45. 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Lyon, Nalrna. Newburypori and Portamouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a« m.f 3.10 p.

AUGUSTA,

west. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr..

2,015 93
1,217 00
18,000 00

Other undivided Profits.
National Bank notes outstanding.
State Bank notes outstanding.
Dividends Unpaid.,.
Individual Deposits subject to check....
Demand certificates of deposit.
Time certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States Deposits.
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing Officers..
Due to other National Banks.
Due to State Banks and bankers.
Notes and bills re-discounted.
Bills payable..

Boaton 2.00 (except Mondays),9.t0

Augusta House, State St. Harrison Hak
er, Proprietor.
Cony Douse, «. A. A II. Cony. Proprie

—

LIABILITIES.

are

OF

2,110

Capital Stock paid in. $300,000
60.000
Surplus Fund.

members of the Cumberlaud County Agricultural
THE
hereby notified, that the AnSociety,
nual
of

—

25,930
4,621

22
61

Total.$1,122,884

Stockholders in this Bank are hereby noti«
fied that their annual meeting for the choicest
directors and the transaction of such business as may
legally be brought before them, will be holden at the
Bank on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876,
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 9, 1875.dec9dtd.

00

14,212 60
25,118 64
2,918 11

ders.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of Circulation).
Due from U. S. Treasurer, other than 5
per cent redemption fund.

Merchants’ National Bank.

Cumberland County

100,000

U. S. Bonds on hand.
3ther Stocks, bonds and mortgages.
Due from Approved Reserve Agrts.
Due from other National Banks.
Due lrom State Banks and bankers.
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Premiums paid.
Checks and other Cash Items.
Exchanges for Clearing House.
Bills of other National Banks.
Bills of State Banks.
Fractional Currency (including nickels).
Specie (including gold Treasury notes).
Legal Tender Notes.
U. S. certificates of deposit for legal ten-

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

Portland & Rochester Tickets

Na. TJ
Jy3

Providence
Running
nd Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and South-

RESOURCES.

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

UNTIL. FURTHER NOTICE,

—

Clyde's Iron

MAINE,

At the close of Business Dec. 17, 1873

B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.
declOdtd

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

ROLLIXS, LORI XU & ADAMS,

PHILADELPHIA.

PORTLAND,

TO

RATES
—

II AKr IS n ELL,

AND

THE

REDUCED

until 4

PORTLAND

-OF THE-

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal National Bank of Portiand,” for the
election ot seven directors, and the transaction of any

sailing

of

and after October 8tb, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpswell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. in., touching at Chebeague* Little Chebe ague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtl
my8

W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&woew4

Bank.

Providence, R.

On

REPORT OP THE CONDITION

Canal National

WEEK !

A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
mar24dtf

SETA

ja25

PER

o’clock, p.m.

heaper.
nass.

TRIPS

Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every
Thursday.
Until farther notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday.
Connections made at Eastport for Itobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at, St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentviile, Halifax, N. S., Shediae,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and

>y a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
)roved by hundreds ot testimonials it Las received.
None genuine uules3 signed “I. BUTTS on the
w rapper.
50 eta. and 81 a bottle: large bottles much the

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ofr the
Cumberland National Bank, will be held at
their Banking Room in Portland on TUESDAY, the
1 lib day of January, 1876, at 3 o’clock p. m., for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year and the
transaction of any other business that may then come

John, Digby,

On and alter Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday at C.00 p. m., for

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

Cumberland National Bank

Passage *15.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washor other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

For

Windiior and Halifax.

is sick but

Moreness in the Chest

the Stockholders of the
Machias Steamboat Co.
for the choice of five directors, and for the transac-

Meeting
Portland, Bangor

JL

Through hills ot lading given by the above named

—

the
mHE Annual

Boston.

no2dtl

Coughs,Colds. Hrons
chilis, More Throat,
Influenza,
Crosp,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, Liver
Complaint, Pains or
or

of the Lake aud Jane

board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A, Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street,

night.

St.

—

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenu. R. K. to all places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Sea-

ington,

and

by steamer Lady

Alexandria

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Calais

AND

1875,

On and after Monday, Oet. 11th,

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Froridence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight turwarded from Norfolk to Washington and

Agents.

dtf

ANNUAL MEETING.

—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

prevalent Epizootic

0<tl8

same

a

First Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CBANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
aud HATUKDAY.

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtfGe 1 Agent.

Kantport,

is warranted to

Don’t wait until your hone
lake it in time.

The Stockholders ot this Company are hereby noti*
fled that the annual meeting for choice of Directors
and the transaction of other business legally brought
before them, will be held at the Refinery office on
TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876, at 3
o’clock P. M.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec28dtd

Portland

n*'

Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

and

a

a

The Steamer CITS’ OP RICHMONO, Capt. Kilby, will leave

Wharf, Portland, every
Thursday evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at lO

Dr, E. Maxwell,
discovered

WEEK.

i^&saB55«Bi Railroad

port), arriving in

NO. 31 FEDERAL STREET,
ias

Pour limes

EASTERN RAILROAD.

I.INE

STEAMSHIP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MDLLE. BODTELLE,

Clairvoyant

n

EPIZOOTIC CURE

the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts of the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance ot Portland as a distributing center tor Maine, and its tast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
importance to every merchaut and business man in
the state.

_d3w«ttf

Steam Eiiffinc ana Boiler

if

or

cfogm

1

(&3P*Send Stamp for

H-keyed

POral

A

erate the
or

a

send us a
and a full description of
your invention. We will
make au examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send yon papers and advice, and prosecute your case. Our fee will be in or-

ATTENTION CONTRACTORS !

with,

Company.

1, 1876.

each

-'
Room in Boston, 37 Tremont
Itreet and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

make

J

BE

Jan.

second week of

dtf

Marblized

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, CommerInsurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed In the United States.
Aiso, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising In various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in adTPrfisitiff wnnltl lilrn f/v l/nnm

NOYES,

Booksellers and Stationers,
<ie7

LIBBY.

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ol
the newspapers having the largestlocal circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
givmg greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Relieious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,

InKtrumeutx warranted for Five Venr*.

EXCHANGE

I jut*on

the

HOTEL,

—

TRIP~PER

ONE

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES

THE

PENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT AND
MACH IAS.

,

<5 U N i O N 9

CHARLFS SAWYER, Prost.

Poitland,

N IS O N

FOR

—

Chiropodist,

\ V
JcOniV

The best I ever used.
JAMES G. TUKEY.

Newspaper
Advertising.

Very Low Prices.

BAILEY

C. F.

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

Just received and for sale at

AND

BUTLEB.

no25_

Piano Fortes

Douglass.

Law,

at

have removed to

deod6m

&

I have used the Tubular Standard Lamp and like it. Want
no better.
JAMES E. CARTER.

LIBBY,

&

Counsellors

SQUARE,

Hayes

NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET.

CALL

of importance to the

i

1

No

PLEASANT front room, newly furnished, to
A and
let with board; suitable for two gents
gentle-

DURABILITY

New Stock of

NOTICE.
The Stockholders ot the Poitland & Harpswell
Steamboat Co. are hereby notified to meet at the
office of Stephen Ricker, No. 131 Commercial Street,
on SATURDAY, the eighth day of January current,
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, to act on special busi-

Perfect Combustion.

Please call and examine it before pur-

ang2

drT'k E

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,

RAILROADS._

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

WINTER ARRANGEMENT UN-

from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
0 most surely would I save you from both early
lecline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
lave been.
Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
d3m

no27_

~

ness

STEAMBOAT."

QUACKS

gJUFFERERS

J

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

ANI> POISON*.

No Gases to Explode.

Board.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

meeting
be holden at the office of the Clerk on said Wharf,
on TUESDAY, the 4th day of January, 187G, at 2 p.
m., to act ou the followiug articles, viz:
1. To choose a President.
2. To choose a Clerk and other officers for the cnsuing year.
3. To act on any other business that may legally
come before them.
A. Iv. SHURTLEFF, Clerk.
eodtd
Portland, Dec. 18, 1875.
;

Sa[6,Ec«noimapMiiitiit

UNEQUALLED.

29 MARKET

AVOID

hereby

MARSTON,

building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,
nov2dtf39 Exchange St.
same

Woodtord’s Corner, ot5 and 6 rooms, to families without small children. T. H. MANSFIELD at Woodloi d’s Corner.
octl5tf

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. I*, lias the best Grate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace.
The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Gas

ME.

Hotel duriug the past year has been entliely
remodeled and enlarged bv the addition of 24
new rooms, also new dining room, reading room,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
one exception, tbe largest Hotel in the
city. It has
been newly painteo and
frescoed, refurnished, (many
of the rooms with black walnut furniture) and newly
carpeted, and i3 in all respects a new hotel, clean
ana bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it ofters superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market affords.
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT) Proprietor.
auglOeodtf

THE

Perfectly

Hotel,

PORTLAND,

GAS

To Let.

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPE AH PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 16li Street, New
York.
One Block irom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to tho great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to ail parts of the city hy street cars and
stages.
C. B. FEBBIN.frop.
sep27d&wiy40

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

Warranted

_

DE WITT HOUSE,

To Let.
GOOD Tenements on Munjoy Hill, one for $12,
and one for $9, and one for $7 per month. Ap-

name!”

isaict

_HOTELS.

3 to

ply

iui

STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago water
and gas; arranged for two families. For further information inquire on tbe premises, No. 167 Newoct27dtf
bury street Portland, Me.

Inquire

at 6 l-3 Dow Street.
the premise*.

on

For Sale.
OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr

Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for lull value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage ol city real estate.
MATTOtJKS & FOX,
nov24d3n>183 Middle St.

A

TO LET.

R. LUNT & CO.
d2w

For Sale or lo Let.
BROWN HOUSE, barn and out-build lugs,
and 16 acres of land, at Saccarappa.
EDWARD F. FLINT HOUSE and 7 acres of land

in

NOTICE.
1.

Siiia’i House tor Sale.
Story house 0:1 Mechanic Street,between Cum-

$1800.
dec23

MEDICAL

of Union Wharf Corporation are
fffMLE Proprietors
notified that their annual
will

ON

A1J

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Estate !

•n O N S3 V
TO
LOAM
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office S7DJ
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

_dlw»

WANTED.—A

burner in a saloon near the river.
After the
usual amount of growling about the weather,
one of them told a story.
Then a second man
told a story to.bcat it, and the third man beat
the second. When the fourth man started oat
he said:
“Gentlemen, I have often 6een tough times.
When I was sailing the schooner Fortune, forty years ago, two of us was swept overboard
in a storm on Lake Erie, one black night.
A
hatch cover went, with us, and it so happened
that we both clutched it.
It was cot large
enough to support two. I was captain, ^e a
sailor. I had a family, he had none. I shouted to him to quit his hold, and when he would
not, I reached over, clutched his throat, and
held on till his fiogers loosened and he went
to the bottom of the lake! It was twenty miles
off Point Betsey, and, with a shrill, wild
shriek, which yet lingers in my ears, the poor
wretch went to his death! May the Lord forgive me!"
With his chair tilted against the wall, a
lanky, suuflowerish chap had been poddipg his
head right and left, as if sleeping. As the captain’s narrative was concluded the stranger
rose up and solemnly said:

Richardson &

no

must be
nent situation and regular
young, intelligent, energetic, of unexceptional habits,
not married, and able to prove that he has saved
some of his wages in the past.
For particulars address Industrial Works, Springfield, Vt.
jan3d3t

green

He Was The Man.
One evening last week, when the winter
blasts moaned sadly around the street corners,
and the cap:ain3 ot the ferry boat wore anxious
looks, seven or eight vessel owners and “laid
up” lake captains sat aronnd a cheerful base

am

rooms

dec30

—Harper*8 Weekly.

“T

Wanted.

SMALL Rent; 3 to 5
children. Address

A

And, every
We crown the children’s memory
With holly and with bay;

And we bless the brave old Puritan
For his glorious legacy—
The homes we twine with Chiistmas
In peace and liberty.

decSOdlw

Kent

then,
dawning Christniat-tlay,

have rolled around since

j

REAL ESTATE.

_WANTS.

Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame Ml. bas had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. «£c., and was never known to be at fau It.
Do not miss this opportunityof consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that tiesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same
She has given universal se»i>faction to all who
have
consulted her in her constant travels since she
was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired
Terms, Gents $100; Ladles 50 cents. UfHce hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noWti
inis

voice.

Exchange Street, and

at

the

BK0S-N«.
ROST,

Def«t.

SbjjA

my3

EVORTUNE TEI.I.ER.—Madame N. A.
A
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune

^*®*TING neally executed

28

ul

Florida and the

^onth

-VIA-

Atlantic Coast Line of
Railways.

.„*favo New York 3 and 8 P. M., all

rail via w».k_

Wilmington, Charleaton,
c'oL
Jjjtfon, Richmond,Larnmah,
Jacksonville. etc 8*0
.r ,«i A‘
.ll|!U,'.ta'
BalVim0 *{. (Limited Express) via Bay Line Iron.
or

^^.Ttyhzi.
thePem“oby “ayi SleeplD«

Ca" a‘ »<««

Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets
apply to .1

H

over

white*

^ Bro2i Twav N
?"!*”««; Afnt,General Office, a'"1
Tl^et ®eNoSSSEfSSr St-

Uecwtf

A.

POPE, Gcni. Paw, Agent.

•

